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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE 
It is the purpose of this inquiry to construct a 
scale to evaluate the quality of the creative writing of 
5th and 6th grade children. The scale is constructed to 
facilitate the judgment of qualities the co-authors found 
to be important elements of creative writing: relationship 
between ideas, uniqueness, cleverness, word usage, sentence 
structure, and organizatiou. Primarily the scale is de-
signed to serve teachers and secondarily to serve research 
II 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEvv 0 F LITERATURE 
I. CRE~ .TIVITY IN EDUCATION 
Creativity has become a prime aim of education . 'rhe I 
development of creative thinking through creative writing o 
1 
other subjects has become a major concern. Robert \rfilson 
puts it this way: 
In cre ati ve eras of the past , creativi ty has been I 
accepted as a spontaneous act with no consci ously formu 
lated programs for its development. Attempts to build 
creative life, a creative society , and creativity as a I 
goal of education are new development s . Perhaps this I 
recent trend represents a protest against the i n creased 
me chanizati on of life in our technical age . P erhaps it 
is a rebellion against the emphasis of social ad justment j 
and conformity such as has been p ointed out by social II 
commentators . 
Wilson assumes everyone possesses creative ability to l 
some degree. He feels these abilities can be increased wi 
training and that one of the schooll s functions is to pro-
vide such traini ng . 
The creative p ro c ess involves four stages according 
2 
to W1lson~ ( 1) :Preparation which ._ i s the defining o f the 
problem, gathering data and material , and choosing a plan o 
1Robert c. Wilson, "Creativity ", Education !2£ the 
Gifted, ed . Nelson B. Henry , Fifty - seventh Yearboo k of the 
Nati onal Society for the Study of Educati on Part II 
( Chi c ago: University o f Chicago Press , 195BJ, p . 108 . 
2I bid • , p • 1 1 2 • 
action . (2) Incubation which is an unconscious process of 
the mind where it vmrks on the problem . ( 3) Illumination 
which is the moment o f insight. (4) Verification where the ' 
illumination is tested to see if it solves the problem or 
not . All these stages may happen instantaneously or may no 
de velop for months. A child in school can be gi ven activi-
ties in order t o cultivate all or each skill in thi s crea-
tive pro ce ss . 
II. THI NKING 
Introduction 
The cultivation of the creative process through edu -
cation is unquesti onably most related to the cultivation of 
thinking powers . "Creative thinking" is a term that is 
being used more and more frequently today in education. The 
development of thinking as well as . creativity could perhaps 
11 
be defined as the ne1rf emphasis of education today. As Bode I 
put it: I 
••• the concern of education is not 1-ri th the strengthen- ! 
ing of mental facilities, nor with the acquisition and 
organization of information, nor yet with the formation 
of S- R Lstimulus - responsi7 bonds , but with the cultiva-
tion of thinking •.•• Thinking means flexibility of 
habit: it means a dominati ng purpose whi ch achieves its 1 
realization by a reconstruction or reorganizati on of 
previ ous experience. 
1 II Boyd Henry Bode, Conflicting Psychol ogies of Learn-
ing ( Boston~ D. c. Heath and Company, 1929), p. 27~ 
Learning and Thinking 
Because of this new emphasis , learni ng does not be-
come a secondary process , for thinking is an integral part 
of learning . Educati onal psychologists have done research 
I 4 
in the relationship of thinking and learning . They have 
studied intelligence as a capacity for thinking (usually of l 
a problem solving nature) but not the actual process . Learn I 
ing has been of interest largely as a process of increasing j; 
skills or improving results rather than attempting to ex-
plore the first-time processes of searching and discovering 
relationships . 
I 
It is observed that thinking takes place during 
learning . Its role really lies in its being an intervening !! 
variable to the process o f learning rather than a final pro-1 
duct of learning. Conversely , previous learning may effect 
the efficiency of being able to explore new solutions . 
Learning tends to provide the mat erials for thinking rather 
than the thinking activities. 
Factors Conditioning Thinking 
Dewey 1 states~ "Training [Of thinking!, in short , 
must fall back upon the prior and independent existen ce of 
natural powers; it is concerned w·i th the proper directi on , 
D. C. Heath and 1John Dewey , How We Think ( Boston: 
Company, 1910 ) , p . 2~ 
I 
not with creating them." 
J? revious learning is only one of many factors con-
ditioning thinking . 1 The following summary of Monroe's' 
seven major factors come into play: 
1. Subject factors 
a. Biophysical factors: age, maturity, creative 
years sex, bodily and muscular conditions, 
physiological conditions and disease and men 
tal disorders in relation to intellectual 
life. 
b. Sensory and lov1er mental processes: percep-
tion, recall, memory. 
c. Ego factors: emotive and attitudinal feeling~ 
sentiments, frustrations, and emotions. 11 
d. Socio -economic and cultural factors. 
2. l? rocess factors: taking on problem . 
3. Obj ect or material factors: kinds of facts, con-
crete or abstract, complexity, or difficulty, 
amount, visual stimuli, size , contrast. 
4. Object-related factors. 
5. Thought related factors: intuition and postula-
tion. 
6. Communications related factors : lan@J.age and speech ll 
1Walter S. Monroe (ed.), Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research ( New York: The MacMillan Company, 19'50), pp. 544-545 
I 
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7. Action related factors: enjoyment, satisfactions 1 
and appreciation. 
£raracteristics of Thinking 
Dewey
2 best defines the characteristics of thinking: lj 
Thinking involves (as we have seen) the suggestion o ffi 
a conclusion for acceptance and also search or inquiry l 
to test the value of the sug€$estion before finally 11 
accepting it. This implies {a) a certain fund or store I' 
of experiences and facts from which suggestion proceeds; l1 
(b) promptness, flexibility, and fertility of sugges- 1 
tions; and (c) orderliness , consecutiveness, appr~riate 
ness in what is suggested. 
1 Neal R. Edmund, "A Study of the Relationshi u Bet wee 
Prior Experience and the Quality of Creative Writing Done By 
Seventh Grade Pupils , 11 Journal .Q.f Educational Research, LI 
( Mar ch, 1958), p. 481. 
2Dewey, op • cit • , p • 30. 
I 
' 
I 
Dewey1 defines in more detail three characteristics 
or ways in which thought responds to facts or experiences a 
"ease and :promptness", which implies that 
an inert or stupid mind requires a heavy jolt or an in- j; 
tense shock to move it to suggestion: the bright mind 
is quick, is alert to react with interpretation and II 
suggestion of consequences to follow. 
Regardless of the difference of "ease or promptness'' , '1t her I 
is a difference in the number or range of the suggestions 
that occur."2 "The intrinsic quality of the response" is 
the third dimension: 
One man's thought is profound while another's is 
superficial; one goes to the roots of the matter; and 
another touches lightly its most external as:pects.3 
I 
I Kinds of Thinking 
think ...J Depending on the situation, different kinds of 
ing are demanded. Harris4 defines four different kinds of 
thinking as: ( 1) Association thinking ~-There previously ac-
quired knowledge is used. '.rhe knowledge is generally facts ,!I 
terms, or names in new situations. This can also be termed 
the stimulus-response process. (2) Problem solving or 
1 Ibid., p . 35, 37 . 
2Ibid., p. 37. 
3rti d., p. 37. 
4ohe ster W". Harris ( ed.) , Ency:clopedi a of Educational : 
Research ( New York , The Niacl\fillan Company, 1965}, :p:p . 648 , I 
649' 651' 652. 
7 
reasoning where a child is confronted by an obstacle or tas 
1tVhich he understands but to which he has no immediate answe I 
in behavior . (3) Critical thinking which is a process of 
evaluation or categorization in terms of some previously 
accepted standards . It involves logical examinati on of 
data without emotions. ( 4) Creative thinking which involves 
association of things known to the person but put into a 
fresh synthesis . This demands a high degree of personal 
involvement. 
Creative Thinking 
In the Watson - Glaser1 Critical Thinking Appraisal 
Test, creative thinking is d~stinguished from critical 
thinking as: 
I 
I 
••• spontaneous , free-flowing , uninhibited exerci s e o~ 
one ' s constructive imagination in such activities as in 
venting , designing , contriving, hypothesizing , the oriz-
ing , composing , and planning . 
iiatson and Glaser2 view the basic abilities of creative 
thinking as: 
••• sensitivity to problems , fluen cy of ideas , flexi-
bility of mental operations , originality , analytical 
ability , synthesizing ability , reorganization or rede-
fining ability , ability to penetrate beyond the obvious 
and the immediate , and evaluating ability . 
1Goodwin Wat son and Edward Maynard Glaser, Watson-
Glaser Critical Thinking !£praisal-Manual (Yonker s on the 
Hudson , New York: lliforld Book Company , 1952 ), pp . 8 - 9 . 
2 Ibid., p . 9 . 
8 
II 
In a study of creative thinking made by Cartledge an 
Krauser 1 an experiment was designed to attempt to stimulate 
creativity in first graders . The children were asked to 
suggest ways of improving a toy . This could be done by 
making the toy larger or smaller , by adding or subtracting , 
substituting , dividing , rearranging , or multiplying. It I' 
could also be done by giving it moti on, order, light , sound, l 
color , shape, or any other addition . This experiment shov1e 
evidence of marked improvement in training f or creative 
thinking . However , there was UQ evidence of being able to 
motivate children for the quantity or quality of their re-
spouses . The time of day that tll]"aS chosen for the training, 
as well as the socio·• economi c background , di d vary the 
responses some . 
III. OREATIVI TY 
Need for Oreativity 
-
The needs for creativity today are profound and abun l l 
dant . One of the most urgent reasons is that technical in- II 
ventions have advanced beyond the ability of many men and I 
women t o cope with the boresome tasks and leisure time left 
to them . Boredom has been a creeping disease in modern 
I 1 Connie J. Cartledge and Edwin L. Krauser , "Training 
First Grade Children in Creative Thinking Under Quanti tati veil 
and Qualitative Motivation", Journal Q.!, Educational P sychoJ.gjy; 
LIV ( De cember , 1963), p . 295. 
industry where ~eople need to perform less and less like 
human beings~ t h ey are no longer called upon as formerly 
for decisions and for constructive thinking . How should 
leisure ttme be dealt with? According to Carpenter1 
I 1 o 
II 
The best solution would seem to be to direct l eisure l 
time activities into channels o f creative-effort , givin 1j 
indi vidual.P s. taste of the rewards that can come from 
such effort ·s. 
Often in our society creative potentials are left 
dormant . 2 Maslow tells us of the non-integrated lives of 
many today~ 
The normal adjustment of the average, commonsense, 
well - adjusted man implies a continued successful rejec-
tion of much of the depths of human nature , both cona-
tive and cognitive . To adjust well to the world of 
reality means a splitting of the person . It means that 
the person turns his back on much in himself because it , 
is dangerous. But it is now clear that by so doing he I 
loses a great deal, too, for these depths are also the 11 
source of all his joys , his ability to play, to love , t 
laugh , and most important for us , to be creative . By 
protecting himself against the h ell within himself , he ll 
also cuts himself off from the heaven 'Vvi thin . I n the 
extreme instance, we have the obsessional person , flat, I-
tight, rigid , frozen , controlled , cautious, who can n ot 11 
laugh or play or love or be silly or tru.sting or child-
ish . His imagination, his intuitions, his s o ft~ ess, his 
emotionality tend to be strangulated or distorted . 1 
I 
.Anderson3 q_uotes .Antoine de Saint-Exupery , a French 
1Regan Carpenter, "Creativity ; Its Nature and Nur-
ture ", Education, LXXXII (1-Jiarch , 1962 }, p . 39 1. 
2 Abraham H. Maslow, "Creativity in Self - Actualizing 
People, 11 Creativity ~ lli · Cul ti vat ion, :edi ted by Harold H 
Anderson ( New York~ Harper and Brothers Publishers , 19:39), p.91 . 
3Harold H. Anderson , "Creativity in Perspective , 11 
Creativity~~ Cultivati on, ~dited by Harold H. Anderson 
( Ne,.-v York: Harper and Brothers :Publishers, 1959) , p . 256. 
li 
writer pilot. He wrote the following about his o-vm culture ;1
1 
it also applies to the American culture . 
I heard them talking to one another in murmu rs and 
whispers. They talked about illness, money, shabby 
domestic cares. They painted the walls of the dismal 
prison in which these men had locked themselves up. And 
suddenly I had a vision of the face of destiny. 11 
Old bureaucrat, my comrade it is not you who are to ~~ 
blame •••• You rolled yourself up into your genteel 
security, in routine, in the stifling convention of pro-
vincial life, raising a modest rampart against the v.Jindsl 
and the tides and the stars • ••• Nobody grasped you by II 
the shoulder while there was still time. Now the clay I 
of which you were shaped has dri ed and hardened, and I 
naught in you will ever awaken the sleeping musician, 
the poet, the Rstronomer that possibly inhabited you in 
the beginning. · 
Condition ~ e cessary for e reativity 
I 
A most important condition of constructive creative- r 
ness is complete openness of awareness to what exists at th 
moment. \fuen a person is open to experience, each stimulus 
I 
is freely relayed through the nervous system, without being h 
distorted by any process of defensiveness . Rogers 1 writes: 1 
It means lack of rigidity and permeability of boun- '1 
daries in concepts, beliefs, perceptions, and hypothese 
It means a tolerance for ambiguity vrhere arnbigui ty 
exists . It means the ability to receive much conflictirg 
information v-ri. thout forcing closure upon the situation. 1 
It means what t. he general semanticist calls the ' exten- 1: 
sional orientation . '··· The more the individual has I 
available to himself a sensitive awareness of all phases 
of his experience , the more sure we can be that his 
creativity will be personally and socially constructive . 
1carl R. Rogers , "Toward a Theory of Creativity , " 
Creativity!££~ Cultivation, ~dited by Harol~ H. £nderso~1 ( New York: Harpe~_":":_d Brothers Publishers , 1959) , p . 75 . ! 
I 
1 1 
1 Maslow did a study of people who were positively 
healthy, highly evolved, matured and generally open to 
experience. He wrote of his subjects: 
All my subjects were relatively more spontaneous 
and expressive •••• They were able to be more 'natural' 
and less controlled and inhibited in their behavior, 
which seemed to be able to flow out more easily and 
freely and with less blocking and self-criticism. This 
ability to express ideas and impulses without strangu-
lation and without fear of ridicule from others turned 
out to be an essential aspect of self-actualizing crea-
tiveness. Rogers ••• has used the ~xoellent phrase 
''fully functioning person" to describe this aspect of 
health. 
Another observation was that self-actualizing crea-
tiveness was in many respects like the creativeness of 
all happy and secure children. It was spontaneous, 
effortless, innocent, easy, a kind of freedom from 
stereotypes and cliches. 
Definitions of ereativity 
2 Rogers defines the creative process as "the emer-
gence in action of a novel relational product, growing out 
of the uniqueness of the individual on the one hand, and 
the materials, events, people, or circumstances of his life 
on the other." 
Sessions3 places great emphasis on the activity of 
1 Abraham H. Maslow, "Creativity in Self-Actualizing 
People," Creativit and Its .Cultivation, fldited by Harold H. 
Anderson New ork: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1959), 
pp. 85, 86. 
2Rogers, Op. cit., p. 71. 
3Roger Sessions, "The Composer And His Message,"~ I 
Creative Process, edited .b Brewster Ghiselin (New York: The 
NeW Affierican~ibr r~ 1-
12 
the inner nature of the individual: 
••• art is a function , an activity of the inner na-
ture - that the artist's effort is, using the raw and 
undisciplined. materials with which his inner nature pro 
vides him, to endow them 1.vith a meaning which they do 
not of themselves possess - to transcend them by giving 
them artistic form. 
All things that bring an emotional reaction to the 
artist are important to Zervos . 1 
The artist is a receptacle of emotions comeftom no 
matter where : from the sky , the earth , a piece of paper 
a passing figure , a coby,reb . This is 1-vhy one must not 
discriminate between things. There is no rank a~ong 
them. One must take one 1 s good 1-rhere one ful.ds it , ex-
cept in one 1 s mm works. 
This is borne out by Ghiselin2 who says the artist 
should not discriminate between things , particularly he 
should closely examine the seemingly eccentric or novel in 
the world and in himself: 
Every new and good thing is liable to seem eccentri 
and perhaps dangerous at first glimpse , perhaps more 
than what is really eccentric, really irrelevant to 
life. ;And therefore we must always listen to t he voice 
of eccentricity , within ourselves and in the world . Th 
alien , the dangerous, like the negligible near thing, 
may seem irrelevant to purpose and yet the call to our 
own fruitful development. This does not mean that we 
should surrender to whatever novelty is brought to 
attention. It does mean that we must practice to some 
extent an imaginative surrender to every novelty that 
has even the most tenuous credentials . 
1christi an Zervos, "Conversation 1Uth Picasso ,"~ 
Creative Process , ~dited by Brewster Ghiselin ( New York: Th 
New American Library , 1957), p. 58. 
2Brewster Ghiselin , "Introduction,'' ~ Creative Pro 
~' e dited by Brewster Ghiselin ( New York: The New Ameri-
can Library, 1957), p. 31. 
13 
Host creators of the arts say they cannot define how 
ideas they unfold into poems, dances , novels , symphonies 
come to them . Some say they enlighten their minds about 
their subject and then go on to other activities letting th~ 
ne~orly gained knowledge permeate the unconscious mind . This 
mobilization of the unconscious mind might be called an in-
cubation period. And then when the conscious mind is with 
something else or entirely uncluttered , the incubated idea 
comes to consciousness ari d is worked upon there . Lowe11 1 
wrote~ 
A common phrase among poets is , ' It came to me. t : 
So hackneyed has this become that one learns to suppres 
the expression With care, but really it is the best des 
cription I know of the conscious arrival of a poem • • • • 
am firmly convinced that he must never respect traditiofl 
above his intuitive self . Let him be sure of his o\1\rn 
sincerity above all •••• 
Cocteau2 makes a similar statement : 
•• • in short when the work that makes itself in us 
and in spite of us demands to be born , we can believe 
that this work comes to us from beyond and is offered 
us by the god s . 
In the same context Zervos3 says: 
1 
'k:ny Lowell, "The Process of Making Poetry , " The 
Creative :Process, edited b~ Bre-vmte. r Ghiselin ( New YO'r'k: Th 
New .American Li bra:cy , 1957) , p . 110. 
2Jean Cocte au, "The Process of Inspiration, 11 The 
Creative Process, ~ dited by Brewster Ghiselin (New York: Th 
New American Library , 1957) , p . 82 . . 
3chri sti an Zervos, "Conversation W1 th ·picasso , 11 The 
Creative Process , E:di ted by Brei..rster Ghi selin ( New York:-Th 
New American Library , 1957), p . 60 . 
14 
Ho"iir would you have a spectator live my pi ct u re as I 
have lived it? A picture comes to me from far off, 1iho 
know·s how far, I divined it , I saw it, I made it , and 
yet next day I myself don ' t see what I have done . How 
can one penetrate my dreams , my instincts, my desires , 
my thoughts, which have taken a long time t o elaborate 
thems ~lves and bring themselves to the light , above all 
seize i n them what I brought about , perhaps , against my 
will? 
It would be generally agreed among artists that crea 
tivity requires integrity , openness to experience , and 
truth . This should bring a certain joy to the creator be-
cause he knov-rs it is some of him . Expression of self is of 
prime im~ortance. 1 Rogers 1.rrote: 
' The value of his product is , for the creative per-
son, established not by the praise or criticism of 
others , but by himself . Have I created something satis 
fying me? Does it express a part of me -my feeling or 
my thought, my pain or my ecstasy? These are the only 
questions which really matter to the creative person , o 
to any person when he is being creative. 
This does not mean that he is oblivious to , or un-
willing to be aware of the judgments of others. It is 
simply that the basis of evaluation lies within himself 
in his O\in organismic reaction to and appraisal of his 
product . If to the person it has the ,. feel 1 of being 
' me in action ' of being an actualization of potentiali-
ties in himself which heretofore have not eXisted and 
are noirt emerging into existence , then it is satisfying 
and creative , ~n d n o outside evaluation can change that 
fun dam en tal fact . · 
When some of the daily activities of ordinary people 
some games of a child are interpreted as being creative 
1oarl R. Roger s , 11To~rard A Theory of Creativity" , 
Creativit~ ~~Cultivation , e dited by Harold H. Anderso 
(Uew York: Harper and Brothers Publishers , 1959), p . 76 . 
15 
there is a positive aspect for mental health because there 
is expression of self. ~1ead1 tells us :people in Samoa are 
mentally healthy because all are encouraged to create 
slightly new rhythms in dance and slightly new patterns on 
bark cloth. 
Other definitions of creativeness relate only to 
creative genius . Often the creative genius is in a state o 
heightened awareness, passionate psychic energy , occasion-
ally approaching hypomania - what Socrates called 11 di vine 
madness . 11 Stein and Heinze 2 q_uote Jung: 
'fhe creative impulse operates imperiously, absorbin 
all of the individual, even at the cost of his health 
and happiness . It might be well , therefore, to regard 
the creative process as a living thing , emplanted, as i 
were, in the souls of men . The creative process , in th 1 
terms of analytical psychology, is an ' autonomous com-
plex.' It is in fact a detached portion of the psyche 
that leads an independent psychic life withdrawn from 
the hierarchy of the consciousness. 
Lasswell,3 a professor of law and science defines 
crea.ti vi ty as follows: 
Creativity is the disposition to make and to recog-
nize valuable innovations ••• two complex processes must 
jell before vie can identify a completed instance of 
1Margaret Head , "Oreati vi ty in Oross-Oul tural Per-
spective, 11 Oreati vi t;y ~ lli Oul ti vation, e dited by Harold 
H. Anderson (New Yorlt: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 
1959) ' p . 224. 
2Horri s I. Stein , and Shirley J. Heinze, Oreati vi t:y 
~~Individual (Glencoe, Illinois~ The University of 
Chicago Press , 19DO), p . 197. 
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creativeness~ an innovation must be essential; and it 
must elicit a certain degree of recognition as valuable 
Subsequently the recognition may be 1-ri thdra'ttffi , rein-
stated, and 1-ri thdrawn again through many cycles . A 
creative pattern is completed, however , each time an 
affirrnati ve consensus ( of a specified degree ) is 
attained. 
The above definition is somewhat similar to Steints 
1 
as quoted by .:.1\nderson: 
Creativity is that process that results in a novel 
work that is accepted as tenable or useful cr satisfyine 
by a significant group at some point in time . 
Qualities of ereativity 
Much of the reviewed research on creativity bears 
little releva·nce to the judgment of childrens r creative 
writing. 2 Rogers said, "The very essence of the creative 
is its novelty and hence we have no standard by which to 
17 
judge it." Rogers 3 did however suggest a condition of crea- ' 
tivity which is translatable into terms by which to judge • 
• •• the ability to play spontaneously with ideas , 
colors , shapes , relationships - to juggle elements into 
impossible juxtapositions , to shape wild hypotheses , to 
make the given problematic , to express the ridiculous , 
to translate from one form to another , to transform int( 
improbable equivalents . It is from this spontaneous I 
toying and exploration that there arises the hunch, t he 
creative seeing of life in a new and significant way. 
1 Harold H. Anderson , "Oreati vi ty in J?erspecti ve , " 
Oreati vi ty Ar1..!1 lli. Oul ti vat ion , :edited by Harold H • . Anderso 
(New Yorlu Harper and Brothers Publishers , 1959 ), pp . 259,ctc. 
2carl R. Rogers, "Toward A Theory of Creativity , 11 
Oreati vi ty !!!.Q. lli Cul ti vati on , :edited by Harold H. Ander so 
( New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers , 1959 ), p. 73. 
3r bid. , p • 7 6 . 
Rogers 1 did qualify his declaration that the creative 
cannot be judged in saying: 
There is one quality of the creative act which may, 
however, be described. In almost all the products of 
creation we note a selectivity, or emphasis, an evidence 
of discipline, an attempt to bring out the essence. The 
artist paints surfaces or textures in simplified form, 
ignoring the minute variations which exist in reality • 
••• The w-riter selects those words and phrases which give 
unity to his expression. We may say that this is the 
influence of the specific person, of the 1 I.' Reality 
exists in a multiplicity of confusing facts, but 'I' 
bring a structure to my relationship to reality; I have 
rmy' way of perceiving reality, and it is this (uncon-
sciously?) disciplined personal selectivity or abstrac-
tion which gives to creative products their esthetic 
quality. · 
. 2 
Guilford hypothesized that some particular abilities 
are important to creativity. One area of aptitude postula-
ted to be of significance was fluency of thinking. This was 
subdivided into word fluency, associational fluency, expres-
sional fluency, and ideational fluency. Word fluency was de-
fined as being the ability to produce words each containing a 
specified letter or combination of letters. Associational 
fluency was interpreted as the skillfulness in producing syn-
onyms. Expressional fluency meant the capacity to frame 
phrases and sentences. Ideational fluency denoted the talent 
for producing ideas to fulfill certain re:pirenents str!h as naming 
various objects that are hard, white, and edible. He also 
1 I bid. , p • 77 • 
2J. P. Guilford, "Traits of Creativity," Creativity 
And lli Cultivation, I:Sdited by Harold H. Anderson (New York: 
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1959), pp. 145-149. 
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theorized flexibility to be important to creativity . This 
-vras subdivided into spontaneous flexibility and adaptive 
flexibility. Spontaneous flexibility was defined as the 
ability to produce a variety of ideas such as for what is a 
brick useful . . Adaptive flexibility meant facility in sol-
ving problems which could not be solved in a conventional 
way . 
He also said originality, rede fini ti on , and elabora-
tion are important in creativity . He found unusualness , re 
moteness and cleverness of response to beindicators of ori-
ginality. By redefinition he intended giving up old inter-
pretations of familiar objects for use of them or their 
parts in some new way. Elaboration was defined as the 
ability to list the minor steps that will make a given plan 
work or the constructi on of a more complex plan from two 
given lines. 
IV . QU ALI TIES IN OREATI VE WRITING 
Relati onshi£ Between Ideas 
According to Russell , associations are sometimes 
highly subjective: they are affected by the needs and :pur -
poses of the child. In Russell's1 words: 
1ihen associations are influenced by personal factor 
they move from rather automatic objective associat -t nn t 
highly subjective reverie, daydreaming and fantasy . 
1David H. Russell, Ohildrenrs Thinking ( Boston: Ginn 
& Co . , 1956), p. 203. 
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Associative thinking is a partial meaning of the 
creative situation so that it is timely to consider a state 
ment of Vinacke r s 1 about the creative situation , of similar 
content to the above ~ 
In a creative situation, a problem arises and effor 
is directed to achieving a solution of some kind , but I 
the activity of reaching the solution is governed more 
by aut istic factors than by realistic demands, and the 
intervening mental ~c~ivities may resemble fantasy more 
than problem-solving . 
Reflective thinking is a partial meaning of all kind 
of thinking so that it is appropriate to extend a view of 
2 
associative thinking.with a statement by Dewey about re -
flective thinking: 
'fhe successive porti ons of the reflective though t 
gro w out of one another and s llJ·port one another; they 
do not come and go in a medley. 
According to Bragaw: 3 
Childrenrs interests and experiences impo se a 
limitation on the ability to do elaborative thinking , 
and therefore are important in the development of the 
skill . 
Investigation of research indicated the earliest 
reference to associative thinking to be made by :Plato . 
1w. Edgar Vinacke , :Ph.D., The Psychology of Thinking 
( New York : McGraw-Hill Book Company, I nc ., 1952 ):-p . 242 . 
. 
2John Dewey , liQ.:!i ~ Thinlc ( Bo ston~ D. C. Heath & Co . 
1910)' p . 3 . 
3Kathleen Bragaw et . al ., "Elaborate Thinking From 
Reading In The Primary Grades , 11 Unpublished 1'1aster ' s . Thesis 
( Boston: Boston University School of Educati on 1963) , p . 15 
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Warren 1 quotes him as having suggested the function of con -
tiguity and similarity in the act of recollection in the 
"Phae do": 
· ••. And in all these cases the recollection may be , 
derived from things like or unlike •••• vfuen we perceive d! 
something either by the help of sight or hearing or som 
other sense, there was no difficulty in re ceiving fro m 
this a conception of some other thing, li ke or unlike, 
whicb had been f orgotten and which was associated with 
this. 
According to w·arren , 2 Aristotle, a pupil of Plato, i 
his investigation of mental facts derives a conception simii 
lar to :Plato 1 s though further developed : 
In the course of his study he noticed that the link 
in chains of thought whi ch end in the recollection of 
particular facts succeed one another more or less sys-
tematically, and he believed that he had discovered the 
principles of their connection. Only three sorts of 
relationship, he affirms, are involved in the successio 
of thoughts : similarity, contrast, and contiguity. Thi 
an d hi s doctrine of the fusi on of experienceR mark the 
historical starting point of associationism . 
According to Warren , 3 Aristotl e further elucidated 
his view of associati on: 
The state which is aroused is a past experience 
which has lain dormant 1.Vi thin us; the force of the ante 
cedent operates to waken this dormant material - to brin 
it up into actual experience •••• association is a force 
inherent in mental states, which operates up on the 
quiescent remains of fo rmer experiences , stirring them 
into new l ife and activity. 
5 1Howard Crosby Warren , A Histor¥ Qf ~Association 
~sychology ( New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 192 1) p . 23. 
2 Ibid., p . 24. 
3r bid. , p • 2 59 • 
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Warren 1 recorded that Brown is in opposition to Aris 
totle's theory of a force within the human mind that makes 
asso ci ations . It is Brown's contention that associations 
are made only as a result of sequence in past experience: 
one idea gives rise to another because such has been done 
before. 
2 Warren documented that most writers of association 
theory adopted a vie"tv intermediate bet1.reen the extremes hel 
by Aristotle and Brown. These writers maintained that the 
successive and simultaneous arrival of mental data come 
through attractions of their own, not by a force exerted 
upon them in the human mind . 
Yiarren3 attributes this view to Hume~ 
Thus Hume calls the associative process a ' gentle 
force ' within the ide as themselves, vJ"hich commonly 
brings about their union but which does not always pre -
vail. He seems to regard it as a principle of attrac-
tion rather t han a force. By this means thoughts are 
bound together, imagination joins together elements 
which were originally distinct , and s ense impressions 
are grouped into unitary experiences. 
4 . 
According to Warren , ·Locke also upholds the view-
point that ideas have a natural attraction for each other 
but differs from Hume in his theory that the associative 
. 
1Ibid., pp. 261-265. 
2 Ibid., p. 261. 
3Ibid., pp . 261, 262. 
4 Ibid., _ p . 262. 
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process depends on certain characteristics of brain activi-
ties. This signifies the human brain being continent of 
categories each of which is inhabited by an area of associa-
tive ideas. It was also said that Locke furtherm ore main-
tained that some ideas are associated 1.ri thin the human brain 
for reasons varying with individuals. ·warren 1 quotes Locke 
as having stated: 
Some of our ideas have a natural correspondence and 
connection with one another: it is the office and ex-
cellency of our reason t o trace these and hold them to-
gether in that union and correspondence whi ch is founded 
in their peculiar beings. Besides this , there is another 
connection of ideas wholly owing to chance or custom. 
I deas that in themselves are not at all of kin come t o 
be so united in some men ' s minds that it is very hard to 
separate them; they always keep in company and the one 
no sooner at any time comes into the understanding, but 
its associate appears with it; and if they are more than 
tv-ro which are thus united, the whole gang , always in- 1 
separable, show themselves together . This strong com- 1 
bination of ideas not allied by nature the mind makes i :d1 itself either voluntarily or by chance, and hence it 
comes in different men to be very different , according 
to their different inclinations , education, interests~ 
etc . 
2 This is borne out by Deese viTho says: 
The view of Locke that attributed them to the acci-
dental contingincies of nature has led to a kind of 
mosaic theory of mind, a theory that has scarcely ever 
had a serious rival on its own ground though it has 
often been challenged. 
No real substitute for the contiguity - similarity 
postulate is offered here . The highly organized economj 
1 Ibid. , p • 1 • 
2James Deese , 110n the Structure of Associative ~1ean ­
ing," Psychological Reviev-r LXIX No.3 ( May, 1962 ), p . 174 . 
of associative meaning has impressed the author ho~vever 
and it ~-vas a belief that the human mind derived associa-
tions from categories of its o¥vn that sent him on the 
search for a technique by which to study associative 
meaning . Thu s, the least that can be offered is the 
suggestion that associations derive in whole or :part 
from the structures or categories of the human mind. 
The largest group of associ ationists conceive of the 
associative process as containing acts of transformati on . 
··,r 1 t t V1arren s a e s • 
• • • associationists generally recognize that a trans-
formation occurs as a result of the associative uni on of 
experiences - that the product of such union is often 
qualitatively different from its elements. 
Tucker was the first to call attenti on explicitly to 
the transformation which the elementary data of ex~er ­
ience undergo in the process of association. In certain 
kinds of composition of mental data the elements coa-
lesce , melt t ogether , fuse . The comp ound is a new stock 
it may have properti es which do not belong to the parts 
singly . If any of its elements drop out the cluster or 
train thereby becomes still further modified . The scope 
of transformation is thus far-reaching. It affects all 
experiences in the adult htman being. 
v·rarren
2 
states that the representati ve viev-rpoint of 
the association school would seem to constitute the relation 
of contiguity as the major reason for associations: 
The typical standpoint of the association school 
would seem to make the relation of contiguity dominant . 
(1) Sensations tend to call up their correspondi ng ideas 
and these ideas arouse certain contiguous data - exper -
iences or experience -elements which either coexisted 
with the corresponding experiences or succeeded them whe 
they occurred previously . (2) Similarly , ideas which 
1vvarren, .OQ ~ cit., p . 179; Ibid ., p . 264 . 
2Ibid., pp. 284, 285. 
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.e 
have been aroused through this pro cess of association 
tend in their turn to arouse othe r ideational states or 
elements which coexisted ~~th them or succeeded them in 
some prior experience . (3) Sensations which occur con-
tiguously - that is, either simultaneously or in imme-
diate sequence - tend to unite into single experiences 
or unbroken chains of experience . Thus the law of con-
tiguity may be regarded as the basis of the association 
psy chology in its attempt to explain the nature of com-
plex experiences and account for the course taken by 
trains of thought. · 
1 . 
Warren credits Brown ~nth the distinguishing of six 
principles which determine the degree of association:· " ••• si:x 
may be treated as fairly distinct factors. These are Dura-
tion, Intensity, Frequency, and Recency of the original im -
pressi ons; Constitutional Tendencies and Present Condition 
of the individual experiencing them." 
. 2 
Warren also recognizes four factors found by Locke 
vThich determine the degree of association: "attention , re:pe-
tition , habit , and the :pleasure - pain accompaniment of the 
original experience . " 
The number of ways words are related also determines 
degree of relatedness. According to Garskoff and Houston. 3 
•• • ' two words may bear any number of specific independen 
relationships to each other, each of which contributes I 
to the total relatedness of the two words . For instance 
1 Ibid . , p . 285 . 
2Ibid. 
3Bertram E. Garskof and J ,~hn P . Houston~ "Measurement 
of Verbal Relatedness~ An Idiographic .Approach ', J?s:vchologi-
~ Review LXX No .3 (May , 1963), p. 279. 
1,q-hile similarity is one kind of relationship v.rhich may 
con tribute to the relatedness of t~-ro words , they may be 
related in a number of other v.rays. · 
It has been found that mental derangement can be de-
tected through associative testing. According to Warren: 1 
In 1909 .A. W1mmer sought to differentiate feeble-
minded from normal children on the basis of the type of 
their associative responses . He found that among normal 
children the characteristic types of response are con-
crete images and memories , while among the feeble-minded 
responses of the memory type rarely appear and those 0 
the indeterminate or symbolic type are most frequent. 
2 In the same content Fosmire and Tryk give reference 
to a word association test in which the mentally deranged 
gave many more individualistic responses than the normal: 
In 19 10, Ken t and Rosanoff selected one hundred com~ 
mon English words (none of them especially likely to ll 
provoke socially dubious responses)as stimuli; presentee 
the words verbally to one thousand ' normal men and womer l 
and recorded their verbal responses. Scoring the asso- 1 
elation-test results only for ' individualistic r responset 
( that is, responses made only once), Kent and Rosanoff 
found that the percentages of individualistic responses 
for different groups were as follows: for 'normal per-
sons with only common school education,"' 5 .2; for col-
lege-educated subjects , 9.3; and for some schizophrenic 
patients , 25 to 50. 
Palermo and Jenkins3 did research on the suggestion , 
made on the basis of logical analyses of language, that 
1warren , Op. cit., p . 232 . 
2Frederick R. Fesmire and H. Edward Tryk , "vvord Asso -
ci at ion: Common and Original Response 11 , Science CXXXI X 
(February, 1963), p. 415. 
3navid s. Palermo and James J. Jenkins, "Subordinatee 
''Maturity' and Logical ,Analyses of Language," Psychological 
Renorts X ( April, 1962), pp. 437 , 438. 
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subordinate responses to a word association test are more 
mature than eQuated responses because of their logical , 
secondary process character . They found that in spite of 
the greater degree of abstraction of subordinate responses , 
they are not given more freQuently as associates by adults 
than by children. 
Two research ~~iters have theorized the capacity to 
predict the creative ability of individuals. Garskof and 
Houston1 write of Mednick~ 
Rednick (1 962) has proposed a theory and measure of 
creativity which enables us to differentiate the subject~ 
according to this attribute . His theory states that the 
highly creative individual possesses flat associative 
hierarchies while the low creative has steep hierarchies 
Flat associative hierarchies are those in rThich the prob!-
ability of evocation of a large number of asso ciates are 
relatively equal . Steep hierarchies are those in which 
a few associates are extremely probable while others are 
quite improbable. Me dniclc presents evidence for the con-
clusion that his test of creativity, the Remote Asso-
ciates Test (Mednick , 1962 ) spreads individuals along 
this steep-flat hierarchy dimension • 
. According to Fo smire and Tryk: 2 
1·1acKinnon , studying creativity among architects • •• 
f ound the unusualness of ment al associations one of the 
best predictors of creativity . 
In 1883 Trautscholdt wrote a table for the classifi-
cation of various types of association which is quoted by 
Warren:3 
1Garskof and Houston , Op. cit. , P • 285 . 
2Fosmire and Tryk, OJ2 . cit. , p. 415. 
3ttfarren, Op. cit., p. 248 . 
I. External 
a . Assoc. of Whole to P art 
1. Part -Whole b . Assoc . of Part to lfuole 
A. Simultaneous c. Assoc . of Parts 
2. Assoc . of Independent Ideas 
a . In Original Order 
1. Auditory Impressions b . In Altered Order 
a . Completion of a Word 
B. Successive Special (Word.Assoc.) b . Completion of a Phrase 
2. Visual and Other 
Sense Impressions 
a . In Original Order 
b. In Altered Order 
II . Internal a . Assoc. of More General 
1. Superordinati on a."fli Subordinati on b . Assoc . of More Specific 
2. Coordination a. Assoc. 
b . Assoc . 
3 . Relati ons of Dependence 
of similar Impressi ons 
of Contrasted Impressions 
a . Casu ali ty 
b . Finality (Purpose or End)" 
1 1farren also quotes a table written by Wahle in 1885: 
11 1. Simultaneity 
2 . Immediate Succession 
5. Whole -Part Relati onship 
6 . Causality , Finality , etc. 
3 . Contiguity in Sp ace 
4 . "In Same Place" 
7. Resemblqnce 
8 . Contrast 
Originality 
Originality has been continuously referred to as a 
primary mental ability that is important in creativity. In 
Wilson, Guilford and Christensen ' s 2 test to measure origin-
ality , the term originality is defined as "the ability to 
produce original ideas ". This implies an idea that did not 
1 Ibid. 
2R . C. Wilson , J. P . Guilford, and :P' . R. Christensen , 
"The Measurement of Individual Differences in Originality, 11 
~Psychological Bulletin , L ( September , 1953}, p . 363 . 
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exist before, which is generally hard to measure; therefore , 
it is usually better to state that the term means "all human 
behavior that is not repetitive " • 1 
Barron2 insists that originality "must be defined 
relative to the usual and must be . to some extent adaptive to 
reality . 11 This "thus excludes uncommon responses that are 
merely random or ihat proceed from ignorance or delusion. n3 
Qualities of Originality 
An attempt to measure quality of originality was 
undertaken by Wilson , Guilford and Christensen. 4 Originali t 
was divided into three factors: uncommonness, cleverness, 
and remoteness. Uncommonness of responses was "measured by 
weighting the responses of an individual according to the 
statistical infrequency of those responses in the group as a 
h 
whole . '0 Weights 1vere assigned to various resp on ses . The 
higher v-reights were awarded to the more infrequent responses 
Therefore, individuals with the highest scores were ones abl 
to give the most infrequent responses , thus they were the 
1 Ibid. 
2 Frank Barron , Creativity~ Psychological Health 
(Princeton: D. VanNostrandCanpany, Inc., 1963), pp. 201-202. 
3 I bi d • , p • 20 2 • 
4Wilson , Guilford, & CJ:'>..ristensen , op. cit., pp . 362-370. 
5Ibid. , :p . 362. 
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most original in this area. In the test the student \vas 
given such problems as listing the uses of a ne~'fspaper. The 
answer "reading" was considered the most common; therefore, 
was assigned the lowest rate • 
. A timed test \II/ as given to a group of students to judg 
cleverness or ingenuity, the second quality of originality 
1 
measured by Guilford et al . The students were requested to 
suggest titles to short story plots that were presented to 
them. These were judged by three people and scaled either 
from 2-5 for being clever or 0 -1 for being non - clever. 
The third criteria desired under originality in Guil-
ford' s 2 test was the ability to produce "remote , indirect, 
unusual, or unconventional associations in specially prepared 
association tests." This was measured by giving a student a 
limited amount of time in v-rhich the child had to think of 
words that had a remote connection to two other words . His 
score would be the amount of associations he could do in the 
time alloted . For example, the word~ was given and then 
a list of five letters a b g m s was given , followed by the 
v-rord £2£.. The student was asked to pick out the letter in 
the middle section that might connect the two words ~ and 
£££. The right answer was ~· The aim of the test was to 
1Ibid., p . 367. 
2Ibid. , p . 362. 
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see v-rhether an individual could be able to bridge an un-
usually wide gap in making associ ative responses • 
• 1 In the words of Dusel. 
Let 's value honesty, above all, in our pupils r wri-
ting - a close 1-vord - world relationship resulting from 
the pupil ' s willingness to express truthfully what he 
sees and feels •••• I suggest for the second value in the 
content of our students 1 writing a growing av-rareness of 
com~lexity - evidence that the pupil is observing clearly 
and freshly , that his perceptions are n ot distorted by 
stereotyp ed thinking, habit or prejudi ce. Let us value 
signs that the TrTri ter has noticed how cow 1 is different 
from cow 2 , how sunset 1001 is different from all other 
sunsets , how people are not accurately divided into the I 
good guys and t he bad guys, how human behavior is rarely 
describable simply as right or wrong . In an age where 
1 
most of our daily acti ons have become routine and mu ch 
of our reasoning has been replaced by slogans , encour-
agin g everyone of our pupi ls to observe carefully and to 
r ecord the com~lexities of his unique discoveries is 
most importa..l"J.t: 
Qualities of Organization, Sentence Structur e, and Word U§SgE! 
Basic grammatical structure in spee ch or 1-vri ting 
greatly effects the quality of creative thinking or writing . , 
It is observed by many tha t a person may have great creati-
vity but the inability to express ideas verbally restricts 
evidence of creat ive thought . 
I n his clini cal stu dy of primary - proc ess thought, 
2 Cansever s t udied the grammatical structure of patients 
1vTilli arn J. Dusel , "How Should Student irTriting Be 
Judged? 11 vTri ting 1::. :P ortfolio Pro duced l3x. !_ Subcommittee £f. 
~Secondary Section Committee, (Champaign, Illinois~ 
National Council of Teachers of English , 19 58 ), pp . 1, 2. 
2Gokc e Can sever, "Lang;u.age Structureoof :Primary-p ro- I 
cess ~hi~K-ing" , Dissertation .Abstracts, XX[ (Octo ber , 1960), 
un. 9=>4 - --iSS. 
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whose thought process had been handicapped by alcohol . It i 
known that alcohol reduces thought to a primary l evel , which 
is characteri zed by autistic, egocentric, and affect - laden 
mannerisms . This is called "ideation" rather than thought . 
The patient is 
•• • oriented to the immediate present , and does not 
consider past experiences or future possibilities . It 
lacks spatial, temporal , and causal organization, does 
not concern itself v-ri th the relations of time and spac e 
and fails to make definite estimation or evaluation-of 
events or external reality . 1 
1fuen ideas are expressed in speech , they are fragmented and 
disorganized . Large use of present tenses , first person pro 
nouns , neologisms , e xpletives are noted . Conjun ctions , ad-
verbs , intensifiers , interrogative forms , future and compli-
cated tenses decrease . There is repetition of words . 
In rating comp ositions for the quality of thought in-
volved , the Van W~genen Composition Scale 2 defines quality 
as evidence of sufficient explanation of the situation , 
natural and appropriate dialogue (if used ), clear progressio 
of narrative to a definite con clusi on , use of suspense or 
surprise , descriptive touches , and adequacy and variety of 
diction . Sentence and paragraph structure must have unity , 
coherence, emphasis , and variety and complexity o f structure 
1 Ibid . 
2Paul P . Bushnell , An Analytical Contrast of Oral Witn 
vfritten English , Contributions t o Educati on , No. ~1-r.Ne~r 
York: Teacher ' s College, Columbi a University , 1930 ), p. 13 . 
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It is noted by Burrows1 that: 
The overall direction of growth Lin creative writin~' 
throughout the six years of elementary school , ••• , 
is toward longer writings , more involved sentence struc -
ture, and more varied and mo re definitive expression. 
Quality increases with growth in imagery , variety of 
expression , length of composition, and complexity of sentenc 
2 patterns according to Burrows . 
Smith3 outlines common defe cts in creative writing as 
follov-rs~ 
1. Lack of purpose or motive 
2. Lack of ideas 
( a) Insufficient detail 
( b) Failure to sense what interests others 
( c ) Inability to gather ideas about a topic of 
interest 
3. Incoherent presentation of ideas 
(a) Inability to stick to the subject 
( b ) Failure to sense logical relati onships be-
tween ideas 
4. Weakness in beginning or end 
( a) Failure to arouse interest in the opening 
sentences 
( b) Failure to sustain interest to a high uoint 
in the end -
( c) Inability to hold suspense tn story telling 
5. Lack of imagination or originality in building up 
interest 
1 -~~vina T. Burrows , Teaching Composition ( Washington , 
D. C. : American Educational Research Associati on of the 
National Education Association, April , 1959), p . 27 . 
2Ibid . 
3nora V. Smith , 11Diagnosis of Difficulties in Englis:b~' 
Educational Diagnosis , ed . Guy Montr o se Whipple , Thirty-
fourth Yearbook of the National Socie ty for the Study of 
Education, ( Chicago , University of Chicago Press , 1935) , 
p . 248 . 
6. Inadequate vocabulary for the purpose 
(a) General lack of words 
(b) Lack of variety in diction 
(c) Careless choice of "W:Jrds 
7. Undue repetition of words or ideas 
8 . Lack of force and convincingness of expression 
9 . Lack of effective use of the sentence 
(a) Rambling , stringy, ununified sentences 
(b) Short, choppy sentences 
( c) Incoherent sentences 
(d) Monotonous sentence patterns 
According to Adams and Torgerson1 writing should pos-
sess these qualities in content and organization: 
1. Presents sufficient material 
2. Uses topic sentences to develop paragraphs 
3. Develops paragraphs adequately eg. by example , by 
comparison , by details , by reason 
4. Makes organization evident in paragraphs and 
transitions 
5. Uses parallel structure for parallel ideas 
6 . Shows maturity of thought and expression 
7. Uses exact words , gives evidence of vocabulary 
growth 
8. Writes effective sentences avoiding vagueness , un 
necessary repetition, omission of words , wordines 
9. Uses resources for gathering data. 
Technically the writing should possess slcill in formulating 
complete sentences, using correct verb forms , using correct 
pronouns and references, and avoiding misplaced modifiers. 
2 Willing devises an Error Guide to count the number 
of errors in compositions. His categories are spelling, 
1Georgia Sachs Adams and Theodore L. Torgerson, 
Measurement and Evaluation (New York: The Dryden :Press , 
1956}' p. 27g:-
2Matthew H. Willing, Valid Diagnosis ia High School 
Composition ( Contributions to Education No. 230, Uew York: 
Teacher's College, Columbia University, 1926), pp. 61-63. 
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capitalization, punctuation, grammar , sentence structure, an 
word usage. Of note here are sentence structure and word 
usage. The possible errors in sentence structure are divide~ , 
into ten subcategories: "incompleteness" of sentences; "over ! 
loadedness and disjointedness"; weak reference of pronouns o ' 
errors in modifiers; misplaced words or parts; errors in 
parallel structure; lack of point of view or consistency; 
errors in coordination or subordination in the use of con-
junctions; outright omissions of words; repetitions or wordi f 
ness; and errors of logic . 1 The category of word usage note 
these errors in general: weak words , wrong words , and awkwar 
word combinations. 2 
Investigation of research indicated selectivity and 
arrangement of ideas to be important to creative writing . I 
the words of Duse1~3 
• • • let us value order in our pupils ' i'rri ting . Every 
sign that the writer has reduced the formlessness of his 
daily impressions and sensations to a plan as he gives 
them expression should be counted as success . Whenever 
he can explain why he placed a certain word or sentence 
first rather than second, or last rather than first , or 
why he included this and excludea that , he is r evealing 
this important power •••• Incidentally , order in writing 
1Ibid., pp . 61-62 . 
? 
-Ibid . , p. 63 . 
3Willi aTD J. Dusel , "How Should Student vlri ting Be 
Judged?" Writing -~ :Portfolio Produced lti .A. Subcommittee .Q.f. 
the Secondar'' Secti on Committee , Leaflet 10 ( Champaign , I 
Illinois: National Council of Teachers of English , 19 58) , ~ 2 
does not necessarily have to be the mechanical , sy llo gis 
tic as sault and battery of the debater . It may , a...nd 
p ossibly should, more often be the p atterning o f \II! rd8 
and sentences to show simple progr ession of thought . 
1 This is borne out by Labrant who say s~ 11\'lriting is, 
I' 
even in the simplest theme , a matter of selecti on and e cono~. 
It has a finality about it. 
Renwick2 emphasizes, "the need for a lo gical sequence 
of i de as, and for ove r - all unity. 11 
Research denoted paragraphing to be imp ortant to 
o rgani zed writing . In the words of Boggs: 3 
'he student should also learn to write good para-
graphs, paragraphs which are complete ( include all that 
should be included on on e topic idea), unified ( do not 
include anything e x traneous to one topic idea), ordered 
( move from one phase of the t opic idea to the next in a 
logical progression) and coh erent (e ach sentence s o con-
structed t hat it inevitably foiLov-rs the one whi ch pre-
cede s it and inevitably prec edes the one which follows) . 
R • k4 , . enw1c empnas1zes, "working out a topi c sentence to 
1Lou Labrant , "Inducing Students to Write", lvri ting - .A 
:P o r tfolio Produce d & A Subcommittee Q.! ~ ~econdary Section 
Committee, Leaflet 2, [ Champaign , Illinoi s : Nation al Council 
of Teachers of ~Dglish , 1958 ), p . 2. 
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2Ralph Renwi ck , J r ., "vvriting 'Construction ', .An .tlid 
I n Teaching Composition 11 , lfri ting -! Portfoli o Pro du c ed J2y_ A 
Subcomm ittee £1 ~Secondary Section Committee, Leaflet 11, 
(Champaign , Illinois: Nati onal Coun cil of Teachers of Engli s I" 
19 58 ) ' p . 3 . 
3w· • .Arthur Boggs , "Th e Research Paper: Con and Pro n , 
Writing - ! Portfolio Produced & ! Subcommitte e .Q.! ~ Second 
ary Section Committee, Le aflet 9 ( Champaign, Illinois~ 
National Council o f Teachers of English, 19 58 ), p . 1. 
4Ralph Renwi ck , Jr., Op. cit., p . 4 . 
which other material was to be subordinated, •• • learning to 
organize facts, • •• arranging ideas in lo gi cal order . 11 
The organization of creative writing is a h i ghl y dis -
ci plined art. ~Tonnberger 1 says, "Like all art , writing is 
highly personal . It includes rigorous self-discipline which 
expresses itself in order , precision , proportion , an d clar -
ity . " 1'fonn berger2 further develops this vie'i'il'point i n saying 
"Each student must set up for himself personal goals of clea ,, 
full, logi cal e xp ression. " 
Do ak3 writes about sentence structure~ 
17e have four different k inds of words out of whi ch t 
make sentences~ naming words , asserting words , modifying 
words , and connecting vrords . We need substantives to 
name the things we talk about; we need verbs to make 
as sertion s about some of these substantives: we need 
modifiers to make more definite and exact the meaning we 
want t o convey by our substantives and verbs; we need 
connectives to join s ome of our vvords . These are all we 
need and all we hav e to work ~ri th . The most complicated 
sentence can contain n o other kinds of words . If inTe 
learn to handle these , we have covered all the material 
of the sentence . 
She elaborates u pon this in examining all the members 
of the four classes . Various substantives are nouns , pro-
nouns , ge1~nds , infinitives , and noun clauses . She construe 
1 Carl J . vlonnberger, "They all c an learn to Write,, , 
Writing- ,! P ortfolio Produc e d ~! Subcommittee .Q.! ~ Se c ond 
ary Section Committee , Leaflet 12 ( Champaign , I l linois: 
Nati onal Council of Teachers o f English , 1958 ) , p . 1 . 
2I bid . , p . 4 . 
3Hary Ellis Do a1\: , Sentenc e and P arafSraph Technigue 
( New Yo rk: :Prentice -Hall , Inc. , 1929T, u . 193. 
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pronouns as personal , relative, demonstrative, indefinite, 
and interrogative . 
Doak1 explained the need of diverse substantives: 
Hhat is the need of each of these kinds of substan-
tives? Why do i're have more than one kind? ~1Jhy are not 11 
nouns enough? \i{e need personal pronouns so that we can I 
have independent clauses and still not repeat the nouns . I 
1/le need relative :pronouns so that we can have a certain I 
kind of adjective clause: we w·ant to make the meaning ofl 
a noun more exact by adding to that noun a qualifying 
element that must contain a subject and a verb . We need , 
demonstrative :pronouns so that we can :point out a cert3 
thing , much as if vre used a gesture . 1ve need indefinite! 
:pronouns so that we can apply our statement t o :people in! 
general without pointing out some particular thing or 11 
person. The indefinite pronoun in purpose is just the 1 
opposite of the demonstrative . The interrogative prono 
vre need because we have curiosity - ~-ve like to ask ques - 1 
tions •••• Y>lhy the gerund? Because l"le Y.rant to name not 
only persons and things and qualities; we want to name 
acts as well - acts the names of which we derive from 
verb forms . Because gerunds are verb forms they some- , 
times take adverbial modifiers; whereas nouns, that bear l 
no relation whatever to verbs , take adjective modifiers . 
Why do i•Te have infinitives? Infinitives and gerunds , 
are both verb forms . 1~lhy do i"le need tilll"O names for them? I 
Because they differ in form . 
\fuy do we have noun clauses? Because certain ideas I 
cannot be named without using a group of words with sub-
ject and verb. 
Of the verb, she claims it to be the asserting part 
of the clause . She delineated two kinds of modifiers , adjec;-
ti ve and adverbial. .Adverbial modifiers , which modify nounsll 
and pronouns , may take three forms: adverbs , adverbial l1 
phrases , and adverbial clauses. Adjective modifiers , which 11 
1rbid., p . 194. 
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modify all other sorts of words, may take four forms: adjec- :1 
tives , participles , adjective phrases, and adjective clauses 1 
Doak1 elucid~ted why we have all these modifiers~ 
lie have clause and phrase modifiers because some 
ideas cannot be expressed by a single word. We have 
participles in order to avoid using another subject and 
verb. Participles allow us to assume , instead of assert. 
She strongly emphasized that what a modifier modifies ! 
must be unmistakably clear. 
2 Of the independent clause, Doak states: 
· ••• Unless we can handle the independent clause, 1~~Te 
lcnow nothing w·hatever about the structure of the sen-
tence. We must know these things: 1 1. That the independent clause is the test of a sentence· 
no group of words, no matter how it sounds or looks, is I 
or can be a sentence unless it contains an indeuendent 
clause. ~ 11 
2. That, if a sentence contains more than one independen 
clause, all the clauses must unite to carry out the one 
unmistakable purpose of the sentence. 
3 . That compound sentences must be punctuated correctly. 
An understanding of the punctuation of compound sentenc e 
is vmrth more than all other punctuation kno1•rledge. I 
Boggs3 writes of sentence structure: 
•• • the student should learn t o write good sentences, 
sentences which are clear , consistent, and concise , but I 
at the same time sentences which are written in a variet~ 
of constructions so that the reader hri..ll not be lulled tq 
sleep by the monotony of the syntax. I 
1 I bi d . , p • 1 9 5 • 
2r bi d . , p . 1 97. 
3vv. Arthur Boggs, OJ2. cit. , p • 1 • 
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V. SCALES 
Value of Scales 
In judging creative Hriting it is agreed by most that 
objectivity is difficult t o obtain unless there is an outsid 
instrument such as a scale to aid the judger . 
Theisen 1 it is noted that teachers do improve 
In studies by ll 
their judgment 1 
of the merit of a comp osi tion through the use of a scale. I t l 
is a significant improvement to warrant the use of scale s as l 
an aid in measuring the quality of children ' s compositions . 1 
It is necessary to practice using the scale in order to be 
effective , for then only are standards set up for its use. 
2 Briggs states that a scale to rate compositions is 
intended to measure general merit and is not a teaching de -
vice . It should only be used periodi cally and the measure- l1 
ment should be made under uniform conditions where the topic ' 
given is the same for all. It is not intended to set stand-
ards of work , therefore , it should be satisfactor y for any 
given grade . 
1w. 1i . Theisen , "Educational Research and Statisti c s 
Improving Teachers ' Estimates of Composition Specimens With 
the Aid of the Trabue Nassau Co . Scale," School and Soci et;y, 
VII ( February 2 , 1918 ), p . 150 . 
2Thomas H . Briggs , "English Composition Scales in 
Use , 11 Teachers College Record , XXIII (November , 1922), 
pp . 428-430 . 
Types of Scales 
There have been few successful scales to judge the 
I 
I 
quality of students' writing. The uWri ting Sample" section ~~ 
I 
:I 
of the College Entrance Examination is not graded by CEEB, 
but rather sent to the student's college choices to be used 
at their ow.a discretion; however, the CEEB does suggest that II 
organization, skill in expression, reasonableness of dis- 11 
cussion, and originality be the four points to be considered 
in judging the writing. 
Four different methods of scaling compositions are 
of note here. 
Willing1 sets up an Error Guide where a list of 
possible errors are classified. The number of errors per 
1,200 words are counted for each classification and then 
I 
totaled for an overall calculation under the separate 1 
categories of spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar J 
sentence structure, and word usage. Detailed analyzation 
of errors can be made between students or grade levels; 
and, therefore, quality can be computed. 
1-1ore than four hundred judges were used by Hellegas2 
1
, 
to set up a scale which incorporates sample English c'ompositions 
lvlilling, op. cit., pp. 55-63. 
2Milo B. Hellegas, A Scale for the Measurement of 
Quality 1£ English Compositions £l-yo~People (New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 913), p. 13. 
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merit through content. 
This scale was set up by having a group of 83 samples ~ 
judged by a large group of judges who arranged them in order ! 
from good to poor. Twenty three sets of papers were found t0 
be judged with close agreement as to the merit order . Thesel 
were then sent to a new group of judges to be replaced in 
order from the best selection to the poorest. These then 
were placed on a 1000 point scale according to their merit. 
In using this scale a teacher 1jtfould rate her compositions 
identically with a sample or place it somewhere between two ,
1 samples on the scale. 
Edmund1 assigned three judges to a composition to 
score the quality in originality, the number of words in 
story, the number of descriptive ~omrds , the number and value!1 
of ideas in the story, and the facility of writing . Intel- \! 
ligence was also taken into account . A total score was ob-
tained by the average of the scores after the judging . 
1Edmund , O.£• cit., p. 481 . 
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Anderson et.al.1 created a scale to judge the 
quality of creative writlng basing quality on four main 
criteria: originality, vocabulary, organization, and 
elaborative writing. Subcategories under these broad 
headings itemized specific facts or qualities which must be 
in evidence in a composition. These subcategories were 
arranged on a vertical four point scale ranked from 3, 2, 
1, to 0; 3 being the best score and G being the poorest. 
One using the scale would read a composition and then 
subcategories. 
lEleanor M. Anderson et. al., "Construction and 
Evaluation of a Scale for Creative Writing" (Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1957), p. 62. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROC'EDDRE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Interest in Creative Writing 
The co-writers indicated a strong interest in the 
quality of children's creative writing. Among the various 
problems presented for a thesis study was the following pro-
visional plan: (1) formulation of a scale to evaluate 
children's creative writing, (2) use of the scale to deter-
1 mine differences of ability in various grade levels or of 
I various intelligence groups, (3) formulation of lessons for 
the stimulation of creative writing, (4) administration of 
these lessons on one grade level or intelligence group, (5) 
tabulation of the improvement gained. This precipitated a 
discussion about what the authors meant by creative writing: 
What are its component parts? 
Determination of Need for a Scale 
At this point each of the writers investigated re-
searoh to find out what writers selected as the main ele-
ments of creative writing. It was noted that few and incom-
plete objective soales had been built for the evaluation of 
creative writing. The construction of an objective appraise-
ment of creative writing became the major interest of the 
authors. In order to do this as thoroughly as time would 
-
II 
permit it was decided to abandon the plans for formulation 
and administration of lesson plans , tabulation of improvemen 
gained, and determination of varying abilities of different 
groups . If a value judgement on the component parts of 
creative writing could be constructed, these other research 
plans would not be difficult. 
Determination of the Categories of the Scale 
The six categories of the scale , sentence structure, 
word usage, relationship of ideas, uniqueness, cleverness , 
and organization, were determined from research investigatio 
II 
and the ideas of the writers. In the beginning it was agree ·· 
that originality was a prime criteria of creative writing. 
There was disagreement about whether or not originality 
could be subdivided into uniqueness , cleverness , and remote-
ness. 1fuether the idea itself, uniqueness, could be examine 
apart from skill in portrayal of the idea, cleverness , was 
discussed at great length. It was tentatively decided that 
they could be judged separately and reading of children ' s 
themes confirmed this view . Ultimately remoteness was ruled 
out, for it was agreed that it would be covered in the cate -
gory of relationship of ideas . Initially the other cate-
gories were more quickly agreed upon as being distinct areas 
of creative writing. Each was examined critically and sup-
1 ported and clarified by details. Preciseness of meaning was 
I 
of prime importance to make each category a separate part of l 
creative writing. Each category was defined. Then on a 
four point scale ranging from three to zero and corres-
pending to the general expressions, excellent, good, fair, 
and poor, each category was re-defined to facilitate 
rating the quality of themes in all categories. 
II.. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE FIRST SCALE 
Introduction 
The attempt to construct and the actual construction 
of the scales constituted the essential effort of the 
authors. The first problem to be solved was the ascertain-
ment of the categories of the scale. 
I 
ledged that each associate of a word is in a sense a partial 
I 
meaning. This incurred a discussion bearing agreement that 1 
,, 
ideas also recall resembling ideas. Could this be rated on 1 
a scale? In part it could be so rated. Whether or not sue 
1 cessive ideas in a theme contain partial meanings of each 
other i ratable· whether or not successive ideas coming to 1 
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the child's mind contain partial meaning of each other is 
not ratable. 
~~cKinnon1 indicated that unusualness of mental 
associations is one of the best predictors of creativity. 
2 In opposition to this, Kent and Rosanoff found that 
unusualness of associations is highly indicative of mental 
derangement. The writers resolved these contrary views for 
their purposes in deciding that unusualness of associations 
is not necessarily good in itself: associations of 
ideas had to be · related though the relation might be re-
mote. At this time the authors agreed upon oneoof the 
categories, Relationship Between Ideas. 
Founding writing on ideas gained through research 
and past experience, each of the writers wrote a scale on 
"relationship between ideas". One of the writers relied 
heavily on tables written by Trautscholt and Wahle3 much 
of which was included in the Original Scale under "Possible 
Associations" • . Each phrase and word in the two scales was 
examined critically and after careful deliberation either 
included or discarded. Then the scales were combined 
!Frederick R. Fosmure and H. Edward Tryk, "Word 
Association: Common and Original Response," Science, CXXXI I (February, 1963), p. 416. I 
2Ibid., P• 415. 
Warren, Charles A Historr of the Association Scribner s-so~ 19~1/, 
,, 
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resulting in Original Scale, Relationship Between Ideas. 
Cleverness 
Through extensive reading and discussion, it was con~ 
eluded that originality was a prime criteria for quality 
in creative writing. Accordi~g to Webster's originality 
is considered the "ability to proquce a good idea that did 
not exist before." Using Guilford, Wilson, and Ohristen-
sen1s1 test for measuring individual differences in ori-
ginality as a primary source for the writers• considera-
tion of this quality in a scale, it was observed that ori-
ginality has many facets and that the three main subdivi-
sions are cleverness, uncommonness, and remoteness. 
The dictionary defines cleverness as "clear or quick 
thinking", "sharp wittedness", or evidence of "ingenuity". 
The opposite of this would be "dull". With these defini-
tions, the writers concluded that this should be a prime 
category in the scale for this shows evidence of a child's 
imaginative powers. 
,, 
With both writers working independently at first, tw~ 
scales were drawn up for cleverness. Generally defini-
tions of cleverness from the dictionary were used as cri-
teria for quality as well as encorporating qualities of 
lR. c. Wilson, J.P. Guilford, P.R. Christensen, "The II 
Measurement of Individual Differences . in Originality," The , 
Ps cholo ical Bulletin, L (September, 1953), P• 362. -
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creativitye. Using these two scales, the writers spent a 
great deal of time combining the two into the category 
Cleverness for the Original Scale. 
The main consideration was the ability to juggle 
ideas which might be very common into unusual patterns , 
thereby showing evidence of ingenuity. This also meant 
the sequence of the ideas tmuld be unusual. It was felt 
that the word patterns might make the writing clever, 
therefore should be included in this category. 
Uniqueness 
Guilford 1 s1 test for originality places uncommonness 
as his second subcategory. After some research the 
writers felt that the word uncommonness in reference to 
varying responses in the association of ideas · could better 
be termed uniqueness for it was a broader term. Unique 
can be defined as "novel" "fresh" "uncopied" 11 uncommon", jj 
' , ' . ' 
. . 
"unprecedented", "unfamiliar", and "original". 
Much time was spent discussing whether this categor~ l 
I 
of uniqueness could be separated from cleverness. It was 
finally decided that an old idea could be juggled into an 
unusual pattern thereby making it clever. However, the 
idea would not be new or unique• The reverse could also 
be true, i.e.there could be a new idea that is written in 
49 I 
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such a way that it would be dull to read. It was there-
fore concluded that Uniqueness should be a category for 
the Original Scale. 
Only one writer was able to draw up a substantial 
scale for Uniqueness since the scale was written before 
compositions were used to back up the writers' thoughts on 
this quality. This scale was ultimately used in the Ori-
ginal Scale. Using mainly the dictionary and thesaurus 
I! 
II 
I' 
for defining qualities of uniqueness, it was concluded 1: 
that an original thought that had never been duplicated by 1! 
previous exerience or learning was of highest quality. 
Word Usage 
Without much aid from previous readings, the writers ! 
felt that the vocabulary a child uses to express his ideas I 
was an important factor in the process of elaboration in 
creative writing since precise or descriptive words and 
phrases make the meaning more clear. 
After referring to English composition books for 
more consideration of this area, the term Word Usage was 
incorporated as the main title of one of the categories of 
the Original Scale since this would then include not only 
single words but also phrases. It also would imply 
vocabulary in use. 
Through discussion and the use of grammar books, it 
was felt that quality in this category consisted of the 
!! 
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ability to use -vrords that made ideas or sentences clear. 
Graphic or descriptive words were important for making the 
reading more interesting as well as clear. Tenses should 
be used correctly and words should be combined into phrases 
. I' 
not only correctly but effectively. 
Sentence Structure 
Relying on past experience the writers agreed that 
organization within the sentence and variety of sentences 
is an important area of creative writing. It was decided 
to include a category on sentence structure. Investiga-
tion of research indicated the following to be some of the 
more important elements of sentence structure: sentences 
must contain independent clauses, meanings must be clear, 
and strong beginnings and endings should be secured. 
Skillful and various placement of modifiers, discriminate 
use of non-restrictive mod.ifiers and variety of structure 
are important. After extensive research in sentence 
' structure, each writer constructed a scale on this categor~ . 
Every phrase and word in these scales were reviewed ana-
lytically and either incorporated into or rejected from the 
Original Scale. In this way, Sentence Structure was 
devised. 
Organization I 
I Investigation of research and current ideas indicated 
I 
1 
organization to be important to creative writing. The 
authors forthwith agreed to form an organization category. 
Research denoted the following to be some of the more im-
portant qualities and components of organization: order 
or reducing the formlessness of daily impressions and sen-
sations to a plan, the ability to explain why a certain 
word or sentence was placed first rather than second, or 
why this was included and that excluded. Clarity of mean-
ing is brought about by use of topic and transitional sen-
tences, paragraphing, precision, clear full logical ex-
pression and the development of the most interesting part 
of the subject. Whenever these things are done the writer 
is revealing the power of patterning words and sentences 
to show simple progression of thought. 
Each writer structured a category on organization. 
Every phrase and word in these categories was discussed 
and after careful deliberation it was agreed to accept the 
scale of one writer as Organization. 
Cleverness 
3 Ideas show ingenuity . Their elements are juggled 
into unusual arrangements . 
The child plays spontaneously with ideas , col ors , 
shapes , and relationshipso 
The given is made problematic . 
There is an unusual sequence of ide as . 
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III. ORIGINAL SCALE 
Relationship Between Ideas 
3 Fully developed logical, meaningful progression of 
ideas. 
Ability to make a different idea from the original 
idea through meaningful links. 
Possible 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
associations: 
Relationship of whole object and parts. 
a . Whole-part 
b. Part-whole 
c. Part-part 
Association of independent ideas that rel ate 
a . Through spatial relationships 
b . Through occurance at sa~e time 
Successive sequence of events . 
a . Original order 
b . Altered order 
Relationship of general and specific ideas . 
a . General-specific 
b. Specific - general 
Relationship of similar and contrasting 
impressions and ideas . 
2 Evidence of being able to form meaningful links 
between ideas which follow each other easily but 
lacking far reaching developments. 
1 Ideas show some evidence of interrelationship to the 
topic. 
Little link in ideas from sentence to sentence al-
though ideas are related to topic. 
o Irrelevant or uncorrelated material is usually 
apparent with little concern for the given topic . 
Repetition of the given . 
Cleverness 
3 Ideas show ingenuity . Their elements are juggled 
into unusual arrangements. 
The child plays spontaneously with ideas , colors , 
shapes , and relationships. 
The given is made problematic . 
There is an unusual sequence of ideas . 
2 Skill in arrangement of ideas is in evidence . 
Multiple evidence of clarity of meaning . 
Evidence of selectivity in choosing ideas. 
Attempt to bring out the essence; however , lacks 
depth or completeness . 
Meaning is clear . 
Ideas lack imagination of penetration into the 
problem beyond r e cent learnings or experience . 
The child is slow to devise new thought or unable 
to explain a theme or idea verbally . 
0 Ideas are meagerly expressed . 
Meaning is obscure . 
There is little or no planning. 
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Unigueness 
3 Ideas are original in thought 
having been discussed before . 
ideas have not been mentioned 
ren in the class. 
with no evidence of 
This means that the 
before by other child-
2 Ideas are unusual or novel for a child of such an 
age; however , they are not necessarily unprecedented 
1 Ideas have generally been copied from experience but 
with a few new interpretations. 
They imitate other children ' s good ideas or the 
teacher's ideas in general . 
0 Ideas lack any imagination on the part of the child . 
They are common and usually copied word for word 
from other examples . 
No original thought is involved or in evidence . 
I 
Word Usage 
3 Words make intention clear . 
nouns 
( concrete) words used are graphic or succinct 
( abstract) appropriate in context 
verbs 
(transitive) ~ortrays action graphically 
( intransitive) correctly used 
tenses correct 
adjectives and adverbs 
descriptive 
meaningful 
conjunctions 
variety in use 
relate as well as connect 
sui table prepositions 
Words combined into phrases appropriately . 
adjective clauses used as modifiers 
adverbial clauses used as modifiers 
2 Appropriate vocabulary but lacks precision or color 
in descriptive words~ 
Uses correct grammatical tenses and cases in vocabu-
lary generally,. 
Common vocabulary which is generally correct but is 
dull to read . 
Frequent errors in tenses and cases . 
0 Words do not make intention clear . 
weak words 
through repetition 
through vagueness of words 
Incorrect use of tenses and cases . 
Ineffective use of modifiers • . 
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Sentence Structure 
3 Every sentence must have a clear purpose. 
Ideas are sorted. Independent and dependent clauses 
are used clearly. 
Sentences vary (simple, compound, complex). 
in length 
subject and verb orders vary 
subject-verb 
verb-subject 
part of verb-subject-part of verb 
words-subject-verb 
subject-intervening words-verbs 
subjects differ in form 
nouns 
pronouns 
verbals (gerunds, infinitive) 
noun clauses 
Parts of speech used effectively in sentence. 
use of relative pronouns 
use of nouns modified by participles 
conjunctions show relationship as well as cc:r.mect 
articles used when important for clarity 
modifiers used correctly, purpose of sentence 
is preserved 
modifiers used with variety 
position (beginning, middle, end) 
form (words, phrases) 
use (adjective modifiers, ad:verbialmodifiers 
Use of different kinds of sentences. 
declarative 
interrogative 
imperative 
exclamatory 
2 Every sentence must have a clear purpose. 
Ideas are sorted. Occasional use of dependent as 
well as independent clauses. 
Sentences vary. 
in length 
some variation of subject and verb orders 
Uses parts of speech correctly but does not obtain 
variety in their full use. 
J}l f'f'A"Y'A.n.t .k~-t:. .s_an:tence~u~,., 
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1 Most sentences are complete thoughts . 
Lacks effective use of sentence. 
little variety in kinds of sentences 
rambling or ununified 
short, choppy sentences 
needless repetition in form or words 
meaning is questionable 
weak passive voice 
Ineffective use of parts of speech . 
uses weak connectives 
weak passive voice 
modifier's function questionable 
0 Does not use complete sentences with consistency. 
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Organizatiou 
3 Paragra-phing for clarity, one paragraph for a topic . 
Use of topic sentences. 
Use of transitional sentences at ends or beginnings 
of paragraphs generally. 
Patterning of words and sentences to show simple 
progression of thought. 
Multiple evidence of order, precision , proportion. 
2 Paragraphing for clarity , usually uses one paragraph 
for a topic. 
Some use of topic sentences. 
Some use of transitional sentences . 
:Patterning of words and sentences to show simple 
progression of thought . 
Some evidence of order, precision, proportion . 
Most interesting part of subject is developed . 
Paragraphing sometimes divides topics . 
Progression of thought is sometimes clear . 
Only one or two sentences may be devoted to the 
climax . 
0 Paragraphing, if it exists, does not add to clarity. 
Little or no evidence of a climax. 
Communication is unclear. 
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I 
II 
IV. DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION FOR REVISIONS 
Introduction 
Each writer utilized the scales individually to evalu-
ate a set of twenty compositions. On the bases of their 
differences in rating, renewed examinations, and discuss-
ions of the scales, revisions were devised. 
Relationship Between Ideas 
After the Original Scale, Relationship Between Ideas, 
was used to appraise twenty compositions, it was found to 
need very little revising as the scoring was very cons i s-
tent. The following changes were made: In the first scale 
under score 3, it reads, "Ability to make a different idea 
from the original idea through meaningful links," and the 
latter part of score 2 reads,"but lacking far reaching de-
velopments." Discussion brought agreement that the above 
mentioned sentence and phrase give reference to the same 
idea as, "Makes the given problematic," from the Cleverness 
category. Both the sentence and the phra.se were eliminated. 
I 
I 
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I 
the phrase, "Evidence of being able to form," was 
read, "There are," because the previous phrase I 
In score 2 
changed to 
placed too much emphasis on what the child was able to do 
rather than on what he did. Refreshed inspection and 
analysis of the Seale brought the according opinion that it 
lacked explicit meanings as to what was being looked for in 
' 
scores 3 and 2. "Many kinds of associations" was added to 
score 3 and "Lacks varied associations" was added to score 
2. 
Cleverness 
When working with compositions it was evident that a 
great deal needed to be changed under the category Clever-
ness, particularly in score 3 where it was too abstractly 
worded for the purpose . "A child plays spontaneously wit 
ideas, colors, shapes, and relationships" was changed to 
"words are used in unusual patterns." "The given is made 
problematic" was changed to "the familiar is made un-
familiar". 
In score 1 "recent learnings or experience" was change 
to "common experience" as it was recalled that the judges 
would not necessarily know the child or what he has had in 
class when his composition is read and scored. This also 
makes the reading of the composition more objective. It 
was observed that 11 the child is slow to devise new thought 
or unable to explain a theme or idea verbally" duplicates 
· " the meaning is clear,'' 'therefore it was deleted. Also the 
writers realized .that it would not be possible to observe 
whether a child is slow to devise nel.Y thoughts. 
I 
As more compositions were used Cleverness was again 
altered in score 2 and score 1. "Skill in arrangement of 
ideas is in evidence" was altered to add "words" as well as 
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"ideas enabling the deletion of "evidence of selectivity 
in choosing ideas and words." So there would be parallel 
construction of score 2 and score 1, "arrangement of idea.s 
is ordinary" and "word arrangement is common" was added 
to score 1. The word "imagination" and "beyond common ex-
perience'' was deleted from "ideas lack imagination or 
penetration into the problem beyond common experience" for 
being unnecessary. 
Uniqueness 
Upon reading sample compositions it was very evident 
that the definition in the Seale of Uniqueness was too idea-
listic for elementary writing. It was obvious that the 
majority of writing was greatly influenced by mass media or 
past experience and that a unique thought therefore should 
be those ideas not usually found on T.V., in the movies, 
ordinary experience, etc. 
The section in score 1 dealing with imitating other 
children's work was also discussed and ultimately deleted, 
for it was realized that the raters would not necessarily 
know what had gone on prior to the writings in class that 
would stimulate or stifle the thought process. In score 0 
"ideas lack any imagination on the part of the child" was 
deleted for it was felt this was too broad to be in this 
category specifically. 
As the writers tried to use this seale it was found 
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II that the ratings between the writers i.iffered to such a 
great extent that the seale needed to be completely re-
written. Score 3 was devised by both writers to aocentuateJI 
the ability to use past experience and mass media with a 
new twist. The ideas could be original or unprecedented 
but this was not the main concern. 
The reverse of this idea would be that ideas that 
were commonly found and practically copied from mass media 
would be scored o. 
Word Usage 
As compositions were read only a little needed to be 
changed under the category of Word Usage to be more suit-
able. In score 3 "words make intention clear" did not suit ! 
the subheadings. It was changed te> "sentences contain 
multiple evidence of the various qualities possible in 
parts of speech." The section in score 2 dealing with 
appropriate vocabulary was substituted with a statement 
which was more specific about words containing the various 
good qualities possible. A section regarding modifiers 
was included to be parallel in construction to score 5. 
In score 0 the sentence regarding modifiers was altered 
to read "incorrect" rather than "ineffective." 
Sentence Structure 
After the Sentence Structure category was individually 
I 
-used to evaluate a set of twenty compositions, few changes 
were made as scoring highly concurred. The following re-
visions were established: The sentences in score 3 and 
score 2 reading, "Every sentence must have a clear pur-
pose," were replaced by, "Every sentence must contain a 
complete thought," because it was agreed that the latter 
is more clear. Also for the sake of clarity, "Ideas are 
sorted" was eliminated from score 3 and the idea of the 
phrase encompassed in the newly added sentence, "Sentence 
structure brings out the clarity of ideas." The five sub-
categories under "subject and verb orders vary" and the 
phrase, "purpose of sentence is preserved" after "modifier ~ 
used correctly" in score 3 were eliminated being unneces-
sary and too detailed. To maintain the idea of "purpose 
of sentence is preserved, 11 "and succinctly'' was added. 
In score 1 three subcategories under the category, 
"Lacks effective use of sentence," were diversely changed . 
Two were altered because their meaning has to do with re-
lationships of sentence to sentence, not with qualities 
within one sentence as does the above mentioned category: 
"little variety in kinds of sentences 11 became a category 
in its own right and ''needless repetition in form or words' 
was changed to read "needless repetition of subject and 
verb order" and placed under the category, "Ineffective usp 
of parts of speech." "Meaning is questionable" was 
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entirely eliminated from score 1 as it was agreed that such
11 
indicated poor rather than fair quality. The subcategory, 
"weak passive voice," under the category, "Ineffective use 
of parts of speeeh," was eliminated owing to its placement 
under the category, "Lacks effective use of sentence." 
Organization 
After the preliminary use of this category,the writers ! 
realized that the category placed too much emphasis on 
paragraphing. Some children's themes are well organized 
without any paragraphing and the Scale does not hold a scor I' 
ing point for these themes. The following changes on para- ! 
graphing were made: The first three points in score 3 read, 
"Paragraphing for clarity, one paragraph for a topic," 
"Use of topic sentences," and "Use of transitional sen-
tences at ends or beginnings of paragraphs." The first 
two points were eliminated entirely and the third point 
was kept intact but its position became the last point of 
score 3. All reference to paragraphing was eliminated 
from scores 2, 1, and o. 
Preliminary use of the Organization category and dis-
cussion brought agreement that subject development, order, 
precision, proportion, a strong beginning, an effective 
climax, and a good conclusion are all important for ex-
cellence. The following changes were made in score 3: The 
position of, "Most interesting part of the subject is 
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developed," 1-ras changed from last to second and "fully" 
was inserted between 11 i s" and "developed. 11 "Multiple evi-
dence of order, precision, proportion" was placed before 
"Patterning of words and sentences to show simple progres-
sion of thought." "Strong beginning,'' 11Effecti ve climax," 
and "Writing is brought to a good conclusion" were added. 
The changes made in score 2 logically follow the changes 
made in score 3. It was agreed that mention of a climax 
in scores 1 and 0 was too demanding and that a statement 
should be made in score 1 inclusive of some order and pro- 1 
portion. The following alterations were made : In score 1 
''Only one or two sentences may be devoted to the climax, 11 
was eliminated and "Some evidence of a beginning, middle 
and an end to the writing," was added. In score 0 "Little 
or no evidence of a climax" was replaced by, "Lack of 
unity." 
More use of the scale and discussion brought agree-
ment that there is too great a difference between the qual-
ities required t o rate score 2 and score 1. In the first 
sentence in score 1 "sometimes" was changed to "usually." 
V. FINAL SCALE 
Relationship Between Ideas 
3 Fully developed, logical, meaningful progression of 
ideas. 
r1any kinds of associations. 
Possible associations: 
1. Relationship of whole object and parts . 
a . Whole-part 
b. Part-whole 
c. Part-part 
6 
2 . Association of independent ideas that relate. 
a. Through spatial relationships 
b. Through occurance at same time 
3. Successive sequence of events . 
a. Original order 
b . Altered order 
4. Relationship of general and specific ideas. 
a. General-specific 
b . Specific-general 
5. Relationship of similar and contrasting 
impressions and ideas . 
2 There are meaningful links between ideas which 
follow each other easily . 
The writing lacks varied associations . 
1 Ideas show some evidence of interrelationship to the 
topic . 
Little link in ideas from sentence to sentence 
although ideas are related to topic . 
0 Irrelevant or uncorrelated material is usually 
apparent with little concern for the given topic . 
Repetition of the given. 
Cleverness 
3 Ideas show ingenuity and they are juggled into un-
usual arrangements. 
Words are used in unusual patterns. 
The familiar is made unfamiliar. 
There is an unusual sequence of ideas. 
2 Skill in arrangement of ideas and words is in evi-
dence. 
Multiple evidence of clarity of meaning. 
Attempt to bring out the essence; however , it lacks 
depth or completeness. 
Meaning is clear . 
Arrangement of ideas is ordinary. 
Word arrangement is common. 
Ideas lack penetration into the problem . 
0 Ideas are meagerly expressed. 
Meaning is obscure . 
There is little or no planning . 
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Uniqueness 
3 Ideas lifted from mass media and/or past experience 
are entv-iTi.ned in an unusual way. 
The writer has played with experiences and has pre-
sented them with a new twist . 
The reader is led to perceive subtle nuances . 
The reader feels the contact between the writer and 
his subject . 
Ideas may be original and unprecedented . 
2 Ideas lifted from mass media and/ or past experience 
are entwined in an unusual way . However , the wri -
ting is not fully convincing . 
Nuances of meaning and feeling are not portrayed . 
Ideas are novel but not unprecedented . 
Ideas have generally been copied from mass media 
and common experience but with a few new interpre -
tations . 
0 Ideas are common . 
Ideas are copied from television, movies, radio , 
newspapers, popular magazines, cliches , and common 
experience . 
6g 
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·word Usage 
3 Sentences contain multiple evidence of the various 
qualities of parts of speech. 
nouns 
(concrete) li"ords used are graphic or succinc 
(abstract) appropriate in context 
verbs 
( tran sitive) :portrays action graphically 
(intransitive) correctly used 
tenses correct 
adjectives and adverbs 
descriptive 
meaningful 
conjunctions 
variety in use 
relate as well as connect 
suitable prepositions 
Words combined into phrases appropriately . 
adjective clauses used as modifiers 
adverbial clauses used as modifiers 
2 The writing contains some of the various qualities 
that are possible for nouns, verbs, adjectives, ad-
verbs, conjunctions, and prepositions. 
Uses correct grammatical tenses and cases in vocabu-
lary generally. 
Words are combined into phrases correctly but infre-
quently used. 
Common vocabulary which is generally correct but is 
dull to read. 
There may be errors in tenses and cases. 
Ineffective use of modifiers. 
0 Words do not make intention clear . 
weak words 
through repetition 
through vagueness of words 
Incorrect use of tenses and cases. 
Incorrect use of modifiers. 
Sentence Structure 
3 Every sentence must contain a complete thought . 
Sentence structure brings out clarity of ideas . 
Independent and dependent clauses are used clearly. 
Sentences vary (simple , compound , complex) . 
in lengt.h 
subject and verb orders vary 
subjects differ in form 
nouns 
pronouns 
verbals {gerunds , infinitives) 
noun clauses. 
Parts of speech used effectively in sentence. 
use of relative pronouns 
use of nouns modified by participles 
conjunctions show relationship ~ . w~l ~connect 
articles used when important for clarity 
modifiers used correctly and succinctly 
modifiers used with variety 
position ( beginning , middle , end) 
form (words , phrases) 
use (adjective modifiers , adverbial modi -
fiers) 
Use of different kinds of sentences. 
declarative 
interrogative 
imperative 
exclamatory 
2 Every sentence must contain a complete thought . 
Sentences vary. 
occasional use of dependent as well as indepen-
dent clauses in length 
some variation of subject and verb orders 
Uses parts of speech correctly but does not obtain 
variety in their full use. 
Different kinds of sentences used . 
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1 Most sentences are complete thoughts. 
Little variety in kinds of sentences. 
rambling or ununified sentences 
short, choppy sentences 
weak passive voice 
Lacks effective use of sentence. 
Ineffective use of parts of speech. 
uses weak connectives 
needless repetition of subject-verb order 
modifier's function questionable 
0 Does not use complete sentences with consistency. 
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Organization 
3 Strong beginning. 
Most interesting part of the subject is fully 
developed. 
Effective climax. 
Writing is brought to a good conclusion. 
Multiple evidence of order, precision, and propor-
tion. 
Patterning of words and sentences to show simple 
progression of thought. 
Use of transitional sentences at ends or beginnings 
of paragraphs. 
2 Strong beginning. 
Most interesting part of the subject is developed. 
Good climax. 
Writing is brought to a conclusion. 
Some evidence of order, precision, proportion. 
Patterning of words and sentences to show simple 
progression of thought. 
Progression of thought is usually clear. 
Some evidence of a beginning, middle, and an end to 
the writing. 
0 Lack of unity. 
Communication is unclear. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The Problem 
It was the purpose of this study to construct a seal~, 
to judge the qualitative aspects of written composition. I 
The scale has face validity in that it covers those l 
aspects which according to research contribute to the quall 
of writing. 
The Procedure 
The writers used the Original Scale to evaluate ten 
compositions. The scale was then rewritten in order to 
develop criteria which were more objective. 
The two writers then rated thirty compositions. 
results of these ratings were submitted to statistical anal L 
sis to determine the reliability between the two raters. 
Eleven compositions were rated by four different 
people. These results were also subjected to analysis and 
a reliability among raters was obtained. 
The analysis which follows shows the scores of dif-
ferent raters and states the reliability coefficients which 
were determined by use of the Hoyt Formula: 
Rtt = ~ x KSs + Si - T (T+K) 
!l::l KSs T2 
Comparison of Two Raters on Original Scale 
Tables I through X show the scores of two raters on 
the six sections of the original scale for ten compositions. 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATERS USING ORIGINAL 
SCALE COMPOSITION #1 
Rater 1 Rater 2 Sub-Scale Factors Rating Rating Difference 
Relationship Between Ideas 
Cleverness 
Uniqueness 
Word Usage 
Sentence Structure 
Organization 
2 
1 
0 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
• 3 
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The greatest disagreement in scoring is evident in 
uniqueness. The least amount of disagreement appears in 
Relationship Between Ideas, Cleverness and Word Usage. There 
is complete agreement of scoring in Sentence Structure and 
Organization. This brings an average difference of less 
than 1. 
TABLE II 
COMP.ARISON OF TWO RATERS USING ORIGINAL 
SCALE COMPOSITION #2 
Rater 1 Rater 2 
Sub-Scale Factors Rating Rating Difference 
Relationship Between Ideas 
Cleverness 
Uniqueness 
Word Usage 
Sentence Structure 
Organization 
1 
1 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
• 50 
The greatest disagreement in scoring is evident in 
Relationship Between Ideas, Cleverness, and Uniqueness. 
There is complete agreement in scoring in Word Usage, Sen-
tence Structure and Organization. This brings an average 
difference of less than 1. 
TABLE III 
C01liPARISON OF TWO RATERS USING ORIGINAL 
SCALE COlvJl'OSI TION #3 
Rater 1 Rater 2 
Sub-Scale Factors Itating Rating jji!'l'erence 
Relationship Between Ideas 2 1 1 
Cleverness 1 2 1 
Uniqueness 0 2 2 
Word Usage 2 2 0 
Sentence Structure 3 3 0 
Organization 0 2 2 
1.00 
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TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATERS USING ORIGINAL 
SCALE COMPOSITION #5 
Sub-Scale Factors Rater 1 Rater 2 
Rating Rating Difference 
Relationship Between Ideas 
Cleverness 
Uniqueness 
Word Usage 
Sentence Structure 
Organization 
2 
1 
0 
2 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
• 3 
The greatest disagreement is evident in Relationship 
Between Ideas, Cleverness, Word Usage, Sentence Structure, 
and Organization. There is complete agreement in Uniqueness. 
The average difference is less than 1. 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATERS USING ORIGINAL 
SCALE COMPOSITION #6 
Sub-Scale Factors Rater 1 Rater 2 
Itating Rating Difference 
Relationship Between Ideas 1 2 1 
Cleverness 1 2 1 
Uniqueness 0 2 2 
Word Usage 2 1 1 
Sentence Structure 2 2 0 
Organization 1 2 1 
1.00 
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The greatest disagreement in scoring is evident in 
Uniqueness. The least disagreement is revealed in Relation-
ship Between Ideas, Cleverness, Word Usage, and Organization. 
There is complete agreement in Sentence Structure. This 
brings the average difference to 1. 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATERS USING ORIGINAL 
SCALE COMPOSITION #7 
Rater 1 Rater 2 
Sub-Scale Factors Rating Rating Difference 
Relationship Between Ideas 
Cleverness 
Uniqueness 
vrord Usage 
Sente_nce Structure 
Organization 
2 
1 
0 
2 
2 
1 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
. 7 
The greatest disagreement is revealed in Relationship 
Between Ideas and Uniqueness. Complete agreement is evident 
in Cleverness, Word Usage, Sentence Structure, and Organiza-
tion. This brings the average difference to less than 1. 
TJA:BLE VI I I 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATERS USING ORIGINAL 
SCALE COMPOSITION #8 
Rater 1 Rater 2 
Sub-Scale Factors Rating Rating Difference 
Relationship Between Ideas 1 
Cleverness 0 
Uniqueness 0 
Word Usage 1 
Sentence Structure 2 
Organization 0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
. 7 
The greatest disagreement is revealed in Cleverness, 
Uniqueness, Word Usage and Organization. There is complete 
agreement in Relationship Between Ideas and Sentence Struc-
ture. The average difference in the scores is less than 1. 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATERS USING ORIGINAL 
SCALE COMPOSITION #9 
Rater 1 Rater 2 
Sub-Scale Factors nating nating Difference 
Relationship Between Ideas 2 
Cleverness 1 
Uniqueness 0 
Word Usage 2 
Sentence Structure 2 
Organization 1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
• 50 
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The greatest disagreement exists in Relationship 
Between Ideas, Cleverness, and Word Usage. There is com-
plete agreement in Uniqueness, Sentence Structure, and 
Organization. This makes the average difference less than 
1 • 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF TIVO RATERS USING ORIGINJAL 
SCALE COMPOSITION #10 
Rater 1 Rater 2 
Sub-Scale Factors Rating 1{ating I5i fference 
Relationship Between Ideas 3 2 1 
Cleverness 2 3 1 
Uniqueness 2 2 0 
Word Usage 3 3 0 
Sentence Structure 2 3 1 
Organization 2 3 1 
• 7 
The greatest disagreement exists in Relationship 
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Between Ideas, Cleverness, Sentence Structure, and Organiza-
tion. There is complete agreement in Uniqueness and Word 
Usage. This brings the average difference to less than 1. 
Comparison of Two Raters on Final Scale 
Tables XI through XVI show the scores of two raters 
on the six parts of the scale for thirty different com-
positions. 
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TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATINGS ON THIRTY COMPOSITIONS 
ON RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IDEAS 
Composition ·.Rater 1 Rater 2 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
3 1 2 
4 2 2 
5 2 2 
6 1 1 
7 2 2 
8 1 1 
9 2 2 
10 2 2 
11 1 1 
12 1 1 
13 2 2 
14 2 1 
1 5 1 2 
1 6 2 2 
17 2 2 
18 2 1 
19 0 0 
20 2 1 
21 1 2 
22 1 2 
23 1 2 
24 2 2 
25 1 2 
26 1 2 
27 2 2 
28 2 2 
29 1 2 
30 3 2 
On 1 6 compositions the two raters were in compl.ete 
agreement. On the remaining compositions the difference 
in scoring was never greater than 1. 
TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATINGS ON THIRTY COMPOS! TIONS 
ON CLEVERNESS 
Composition Rater 1 Rater 
1 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 0 1 
4 2 2 
5 1 1 Q 1 1 
7 0 0 
8 1 1 
9 1 1 
10 1 1 
11 1 1 
12 1 1 
13 1 1 
14 1 0 
15 1 1 
16 1 1 
17 1 1 
18 1 1 
19 0 0 
20 1 1 
21 2 2 
22 0 1 
23 0 1 
24 1 2 
25 1 2 
26 0 1 
27 1 1 
28 2 2 
29 1 1 
30 2 2 
2 
On 23 compositions the raters were in complete agree-
ment. On the remaining compositions the difference in 
scoring was never greater than 1. 
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T.ABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATINGS ON THIRTY COMPOSITIONS 
ON UNIQUENESS 
Composition Rater 1 Rater 
1 0 1 
2 2 3 
3 0 1 
4 2 2 
5 1 1 
6 0 0 
7 1 1 
8 0 1 
9 0 1 
10 1 1 
11 0 1 
12 0 0 
13 1 1 
14 1 0 
1 5 0 1 
16 0 0 
17 2 1 
18 0 1 
19 2 2 
20 0 0 
21 2 2 
22 0 1 
23 0 1 
24 2 2 
25 0 1 
26 0 1 
27 0 1 
28 2 2 
29 0 1 
30 2 2 
2 
On 13 compositions the raters were in complete agree-
ment. On the remaining compositions the difference in 
scoring was never greater than 1. 
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TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATINGS ON THIRTY COMPOSITIONS 
ON WORD USAGE 
Composition Rater . 1 Rater 
1 0 1 
2 3 2 
3 1 1 
4 2 2 
5 1 1 
6 1 1 
7 1 1 
8 2 1 
9 1 1 
10 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
12 1 1 
'13 1 1 
14 1 1 
15 1 1 
16 1 1 
17 2 2 
18 1 1 
19 0 0 
20 1 1 
21 1 2 
22 1 2 
23 2 1 
24 1 2 
25 2 2 
26 1 1 
27 2 2 
28 2 1 
29 0 1 
30 3 2 
2 
On 20 compositions the raters were in complete agree-
ment. On the remaining compositions the difference in 
scoring was never greater than 1. 
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TABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATINGS ON THIRTY COMPOSITIONS 
ON SENTENCE STRUCTURE 
Composition Rater 1 Rater 
1 1 2 
2 3 2 
3 2 2 
4 2 2 
5 1 1 
6 1 1 
7 1 1 
8 2 2 
9 2 2 
10 2 2 
1 1 1 1 
12 0 1 
13 2 2 
14 1 1 
15 1 1 
16 1 2 
17 0 1 
18 1 2 
19 0 0 
20 2 2 
21 1 2 
22 2 2 
23 2 2 
24 2 2 
25 1 2 
26 1 2 
27 2 2 
28 3 2 
29 2 2 
30 3 2 
2 
On 19 compositions the raters were in complete agree-
ment. On the remaining compositions the difference in 
scoring was never greater than 1. 
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TABLE XVI 
COMPARISON OF TWO RATINGS ON THIRTY COMPOSITIONS 
OK ORGANIZATION 
Composition Rater 1 Rater 2 
1 1 1 
2 2 1 
3 1 2 
4 2 2 I 
5 2 2 
6 1 1 
7 0 0 
8 1 1 
9 1 2 
10 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
12 1 1 
13 2 1 
14 1 1 
15 1 1 I 
e 16 1 1 I 17 2 2 
18 1 1 
19 0 0 
20 0 0 
21 2 2 
22 1 1 
23 1 2 
24 2 2 
25 1 2 
26 1 2 
27 1 2 
28 2 2 
29 2 2 
30 3 2 
On 21 compositions the raters were in complete agree. 
ment. On the remaining compositions the scores never 
differed more than 1. 
e 
I 
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Comparison of Four Raters on Final Scale 
Tables XVII through XXII show the scores of four 
raters on the six different parts of the scale for eleven 
different COII\pOSi tions. 
TABLE XVII 
OOMP.ARISON OF :rouR RATINGS ON ELEVEN. COMPOSITIONS 
ON REL.JATIONSHIP BETWEEN IDEAS 
Oompo si tion Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3· Rater ~ 
1 1 2 2 1 II 
2 2 1 1 2 II 
3 2 2 3 3 
4 3 3 3 2 
5 2 2 3 2 
e 6 3 3 2 3 7 2 2 3 2 
8 3 2 2 2 
9 1 2 2 2 
10 2 2 2 2 
1 1 1 2 2 2 ,, 
On composition 10 the raters were in complete agree-
ment in scoring. On the remaining compositions the dif-
ference was never greater than 1. 
I 
I 
II 
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TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON 0 F FOUR RATINGS ON ELEVEN COIYIPO SITIONS 
ON CLEVERNESS 
Composition Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 Rater 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 0 1 1 
3 2 2 2 3 
4 3 2 2 2 
5 1 1 2 1 
6 3 3 3 3 
7 3 1 1 2 
8 2 2 1 2 
9 0 1 1 2 
10 2 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
On 3 compositions the raters were in complete agree-
e ment in scoring. The greatest difference was 2. The 
majority of scores never differed more than 1. 
TABLE XIX 
OOMP ARI SON 0 F FOUR RATINGS ON ELEVEN COMPOSITIONS 
ON UNIQUENESS 
Composition Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 Rater 4 
1 0 1 0 0 
2 2 1 1 2 
3 2 2 2 3 
4 3 3 3 2 
5 1 1 1 1 
6 3 3 2 3 
7 2 2 2 2 
8 2 2 0 1 
9 1 1 1 2 
10 1 1 1 2 
1 1 0 1 1 1 
I 
On 2 compositions the raters were in complete agree-
ment. The greatest difference in scoring was 2. The 
majority of scores never differed more than 1. 
TABLE XX 
OO:MPARISON OF POUR RATINGS ON ELEVEN COMPOSITIONS 
ON WORD USAGE 
Composition Rater Rater 2 Rater 3 Rater 
1 1 2 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 2 2 3 
4 3 2 2 2 
5 2 2 2 2 
6 3 3 3 3 
7 3 2 2 2 
8 3 2 1 2 
9 1 1 2 2 
10 3 2 1 1 
11 1 1 1 1 
4 
On 3 compositions the raters were in complete agree-
ment. On 2 compositions the difference was 2. On the 
remainder the difference was 1 • 
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TABLE XXI 
COMPARISON OF FOUR RATINGS ON ELEVEN COMPOSITIONS 
ON Sl!:NTENCE STRUCTURE 
Composition Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 Rater 4 
1 1 2 1 1 
2 2 1 1 2 
3 2 2 2 3 
4 3 2 3 2 
5 2 2 2 2 
6 3 3 3 3 
7 3 2 2 3 
8 3 3 1 2 
9 2 2 2 2 
10 2 2 1 2 
11 1 2 1 1 
On 3 compositions the raters were in complete agree-
ment in scoring. Only 1 composition had a difference 
greater than 1. 
TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF FOUR RATINGS ON ~ COMPOSITIONS 
ON ORGANIZATION 
Composition Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 Rater 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 0 0 1 
3 2 1 1 1 
4 3 3 3 2 
5 1 2 2 2 
6 3 3 3 3 
7 3 2 2 3 
8 2 2 1 1 
9 1 1 1 2 
10 2 2 1 1 
11 1 1 1 1 
4 
9 
On 3 compositions the raters were in complete agree-
ment in scoring. Except for 1 composition, the difference 
in scoring was never greater than 1. 
Comparison of Coefficients of Reliability 
Tables Xllii and XXIV show the coefficients of re-
liability among two raters and among four raters as 
figured by the Hoyt formula for analysis of data. 
TABLE Xllii 
COEFFICIENTS OF RELIABILITY BETWEEN TWO RATERS 
Scale Sub-section 
Relationship between ideas 
Cleverness 
Uniqueness 
Word .Usage 
Sentence Structure 
Organization 
Coefficient of Reliability 
r .54 
r .82 
r .82 
r • 73 
r .78 
r .80 
When two raters used the scale the most reliable 
sub-sections of the scale proved to be Cleverness and 
Uniqueness with identical scores. According to an absolut 
scale, the correlation of .82 is considered high. Follow-
ing in order of reliability were Organization, Sentence 
Structure and Word Usage. Their correlations show a marke d 
l 
relational trend. Relationship Between Ideas was the leas~ 
reliable in this analysis. Its correlation of .54 is stil]l 
considered moderately high. 
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TABLE XXIV 
COEFFICIENTS OF RELI.ABILITY BETWEEN :roUR RATERS 
Scale Sub-section 
Relationship between ideas 
Cleverness 
Uniqueness 
Word Usage 
Sentence Structure 
Organization 
Coefficient of Reliability 
r .68 
r .84 
r .90 
r .81 
r .80 
r .89 
When four raters used the scale the most reliable 
sub-section was Uniqueness. Its correlation, according to 
an absolute scale is considered high. The second most re-
liable was Organization; the third, Clevenness; the fourth, 
Word Usage; and the fifth, Sentence Structure, Al.l of thes11 
correlations being between .80 and .90 are considered to 
have a marked relational trend. The least reliable sub-
section according to analysis was Relationship Between Idea , 
which, however, still has a moderately high correlation witJ 
• 68. 
Comparing the coefficient of reliability of the six 
sub-sections of the scale between 2 raters and 4 raters, it 
indicates that Uniqueness was the most reliable in both in-
stances. Relationship Between Ideas scored the lowest in 
both situations. The rest of the categories varied in 
scores and relative reliability. 
OHAJ?TER V 
SU}~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to construct a scale 
to facilitate the evaluation of the qualitative aspects 
of written composition. 
Procedures 
I 
l 
I 
The writers used the Original Scale to evaluate ten l 
compositions. Then the scale was revised in order to 
develop criteria which were more objective. 
Subsequently the co-authors rated thirty composi-
tions and eleven compositions were rated by the writers 
and two other people. The results of these ratings were 
submitted to statistical analysis to determine reliabil-
ity both between -two raters and among four raters. 
Conclusions 
data: 
The following conclusions can be drawn from these 
1. When used by the two 1iriters there were many 
instances where the scores were identical. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2. When used by four raters, two of whom had only jl 
very limited instruction, there were fewer in- j 
stances of identical scores but in general no 
rating varied more than one point. 
3. The reliability coefficients between two raters, 
based on the Hoyt Formula were 
Subsections: 
Relationship Between Ideas r .54 
Cleverness r .82 
Uniqueness r .82 
Word Usage r .73 
Sentence Structure r .78 
Organization r .80 
4. The reliability coefficients among four raters 
were 
Subsections: 
Relationship Between I de as r .68 
Cleverness r .84 
Uniqueness r .90 
Word Usage r • 81 
Sentence Structure r .80 
Organization r .89 
5. In comparing the coefficients of reliability of 
the six sub-sections of the scale between 2 
raters and 4 raters, the scores indicate that 
Uniqueness was the most reliable in both in-
stances. Relationship Between Ideas scored lowest 
in both instances. The remaining categories 
Summary: 
varied in scores and relative reliability but 
remained high, however. 
The data would indicate that use of the seale 
would enable a group of teachers to make more objective 
ratings of the qualitative aspects (i)f composition. This 
would be most desirable in view of the current divergence 
among raters on the same composition when no scale is used. 
It is recommended for teachers who wish to improve their 
judgments of children's writing, and in school buildings 
or systems where a similar criteria is desired from grade 
to grade and teacher to teacher. 
I 
II 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
After completing this~udy the writers recommend 
these areas for further research related to their problem: 
1. To construct a scale to be used for creative writing 
for the primary grades. 
2. To use this scale on a broader scope for more accurate 
indications of reliability. 
3. To study the relationship of scores from this scale 
with the intelligence quotient of the students who do 
the creative writing. 
4. To study the relationship of scores from this scale 
with the students• socio-economic background. 
5. To compare the effectiveness of this scale with other 
existing creative writing measures. 
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